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ABSTRACT

Through the use of biofidelic spiking neural network models (SNNs), this work offers

mechanistic insights into the relationship between neocortical structure, dynamics, and

computation. To set the stage, the topics of cortical computation, ANNs as applied to

neuroscience, SNNs as applied to studying structure-function relationships in neocortex, and the

challenges of model interpretability are introduced. In the first chapter, in the tradition of using

SNNs to address structure-function questions, we ask why stable dynamics are possible in

neocortex. Biofidelic SNNs were created through a grid search for architectures that yielded

realistic spiking activity that was low-rate, asynchronous, and near-critical. The maintenance of

this activity is linked to patterns of higher order coordination of synaptic activity, and this

coordination takes the form of transitions in time between specific three-unit motifs. These

motifs summarize the way spikes traverse the underlying synaptic topology. The second chapter

turns its focus to computation, which occurs in neocortex on a substrate of stable activity that we

studied in the first. Specifically, this chapter covers why computation becomes possible through

specific synaptic changes and resulting dynamic changes that occur through learning. After

training SNN models to perform an ethologically relevant task, models come to selectively adjust

firing rates in response to the stimulus input. Excitatory and inhibitory connectivity between

input and recurrent layers changed in accordance with this rate modulation. In particular,

recurrent inhibitory units which were tuned to one input over the other strengthened their

connections to recurrent units of the opposite tuning. We conclude by discussing the potential of

task-trained SNNs for hypothesis generation and testing in future research on neocortical

computation. Additional neocortical features that may be important for computation are

surveyed, and questions of model interpretation are revisited in the context of these results.
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INTRODUCTION

On good explanations

Take the object of a single copper atom on a bronze statue of a man reading. This statue sits on a

low bench outside the entrance to the Sunnyvale, California Public Library. The book that he is

holding, also cast in bronze, is open to a page of Pedro Páramo, a 1955 novel by Mexican writer

Juan Rulfo. Acclaimed authors have considered this to be the greatest work of literature ever

written in any language (Lewis 2008, Saadi 2009).

Now take the question: why is the copper atom there? One could chart, from the beginning of

the universe, the formation of the element copper, the exhaustive trajectory of this particular

atom over millennia, and the discovery of bronze through alloying copper with tin and other

trace elements.

One could also answer that the sculptor was moved by this particular novel and wanted to create

a statue dedicated to it in a place for literature, that this work of literature was so significant to

the sculptor because it captured the lasting impact of the Mexican Revolution on ordinary

people, as well as the power of those forces which transcend history, such as cruelty and hope, to

move our lives.

Both of these answers have their place, but only one of them tells us why the copper atom is

there (Deutsch 1998).
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Here’s another question: why is this atom at the center of this asterisk * ? We could again trace

atomic trajectories over all of time, or we could answer that Yuqing seeks to defend her PhD and

is trying to do so in a way that’s mildly interesting to everyone.

We might sense that one explanation is better than the other.

Of course, all dissertations fall somewhere along this continuum of levels of explanation, from

particle trajectories to the emergent human forces of war and notions of the poetic. This

dissertation is a scientific one; the search for good scientific explanations should beg the same

questions: Are we truly asking why? Can we expect based on our approach to be satisfied with

the answers?

As scientists, we seek good explanations for natural phenomena. The curiosity I seek to explain

is the following: “why is it that, through learning, neocortical networks become capable of

computations?”

On this dissertation

Through the work that constitutes this dissertation, I seek to contribute a part of an answer to the

question above. I intentionally phrased the question to use the word “why” rather than “how” (as

in: “how does neocortex achieve computation?”) Although “how” and “why” can be equivalent

depending on phrasing, “how” questions are more prone to leading to descriptions instead of

good explanations.
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I approach the question through two sub-questions, each occupying a chapter of this dissertation:

first, I answer why the brain exhibits some of the structure that it does. Second, I answer why the

structural and dynamical changes that occur during learning enable a particular task computation.

I approach both questions using the tool of biofidelic spiking neural network (SNN) models.

I would like to pause and note that SNNs are a step towards greater biological fidelity from

existing machine learning frameworks. For this reason, the thrust of the work in this dissertation

may read as promoting reductionism. The particular illustrations at the beginning–such as

regarding the atom in the asterisk–may appear to have an anti-reductionist agenda. Yet my work

is neither pro- nor anti-reductionist. It is agnostic about levels and happy to encounter a good

explanation wherever it may arise.

On modeling

Models are one way of approaching “why” questions. They are necessarily limited

representations of real world systems, and, while this can sometimes be construed as a negative,

their focus is often beneficial for inquiry. By concentrating on essential features and the

relationships between them, models can capture fundamental principles and mechanisms

underlying the system of interest. This focus also enables the formulation of precise and tractable

mathematical descriptions under some circumstances, further facilitating analysis and

understanding. Through model simulation and manipulation, scientists can explore hypothetical

scenarios that may be difficult to instantiate or observe in real systems, and test the consequences

of various assumptions. When a model successfully predicts new experimental findings or
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replicates existing ones, it provides support for the validity of the underlying assumptions and

offers avenues for elucidating the mechanisms at work (Winsberg 2010).

Models also provide a framework for integrating knowledge from different fields and disciplines.

By combining empirical data, theoretical principles, and mathematical formulations, models can

bridge gaps between disparate areas of research and facilitate interdisciplinary collaboration.

They allow researchers to organize and synthesize existing knowledge, leading to new insights

and discoveries. The models used in this work integrate experimental results from neurobiology

with tools from machine learning and insights on principles from theoretical neuroscience.

Finally, modeling is (or should be) an iterative process by definition. Models are revised and

refined based on new data, insights, and advancements in theory and methodology (Trensch et al.

2018). This allows for the progressive development of more accurate, comprehensive, and useful

representations of the system under study. We hope to incorporate even more biofidelity into our

future modeling work, and to revise results as needed to include new experimental evidence.

Scientists model the brain at multiple levels, each providing different insights into its function.

The brain is generally not modeled at the level of particles, nor at the level of wars. Instead, we

tend to focus on the limited range of the molecular to the behavioral. At the molecular and

cellular levels, models simulate the behavior of ion channels, synaptic transmission, and

biochemical processes within cells. Network level models focus on the interactions between

groups of neurons, and they aim to capture how patterns of connectivity and activity give rise to

emergent properties such as neural oscillations, synchronization, firing rate modulation, and
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other network dynamics. Models at the systems level explore how different brain regions are

interconnected and work together to perform higher level processes such as memory and

attention. Brain modeling at the cognitive and behavioral levels focus on understanding how

brain activity translates into observable behaviors such as for decision-making and

problem-solving. These models aim to link neural activity to motor output, sensory perception,

and other behavioral responses.

It's important to note that these levels are not mutually exclusive; there is in fact continuous

interplay between them. For example, the network and systems levels are often studied together.

It is also possible–and common–to model the effects of lower level features, such as a particular

gene, on high level features like behaviors (Flint et al. 2020). In addition, even within a given

level as categorized above, there are subdivisions. For example, most of this work is situated at

the network level, as I explore how synaptic and functional connections in a local recurrent

network change to support different dynamic regimes, but so is work that uses convolutional

neural networks (CNNs) to model vision (e.g. Lindsay 2021), and so is work that characterizes

networks as their low-dimensional neural state space geometries (e.g. Chung & Abbott 2021);

these are all very different levels of inquiry that co-exist under the umbrella of “network”.

There is real explanatory power to be found at all these levels. As outlined, each level has certain

strengths and types of questions it is suited to answering. We, among many other researchers,

have previously chosen to use neuronal network level modeling to understand the mechanisms

underlying neocortical features such as signal propagation, which is a prerequisite to

computation.
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On signal propagation

In the first chapter of this dissertation, we ask “why are neural signals able to propagate in

neocortex?” Signal propagation is the generation and transmission of electrical and chemical

signals between neurons, which allows information to be communicated and transformed. At its

core, signal propagation is about the nonlinear transformation of structure into function, which in

turn corresponds to computation.

Given the fact that structurally, the vast majority of excitatory synapses are weak and

connections are sparse and recurrent, successful and meaningful activity propagation is highly

non-trivial (Song et al. 2005, Perin et al. 2011, Seeman et al. 2018, Vogels & Abbott 2005), and

is an area of active research. Theoretical and experimental studies have characterized several

architectural features that have the capacity to promote and shape stable spiking activity, such as

a heavy-tailed synaptic weight distribution, excitatory clustering, and the ratio between incoming

and outgoing connections (Song et al. 2005; Lefort et al. 2009; Teramae et al. 2012;

Litwin-Kumar & Doiron 2012; van Vreeswijk & Sompolinsky 1996).

Additionally, dynamical properties of ongoing activity, such as a balance between excitation and

inhibition (Litwin-Kumar & Doiron 2012), are shaped by connectivity and in turn impact the

continuation of spiking activity. We know that overall, signals in the form of spiking activity in

neocortex of healthy, awake mammals is asynchronous, low rate, and near-critical (Beggs et al.

2003, Zylberberg et al. 2017). Theories that explain stable activity propagation in neocortex first

aim to capture these features of the background activity. Several studies have focused explicitly

on self-sustained activity in the asynchronous state and the propagation of inputs in this state.
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These studies found a complex relationship between synaptic strength and firing rate in the

maintenance of an asynchronous spiking regime (Kriener et al. 2014, Brunel 2000, Zerlaut et al.

2019). Other studies have demonstrated that sustained activity co-occurs within a specific range

of firing rates, supported by a balance between excitatory and inhibitory conductance (Vogels &

Abbott 2005, Brunel 2000). Firing rates that are too low or too high contribute to instability

within the network.

Neocortex is also characterized as having critical or near-critical dynamics, which is supported

by a balance between excitation and inhibition. This balance is thought to be essential for signal

maintenance as well as enabling efficient computation (Haider et al. 2006, van Vreeswijk &

Sompolinsky 1996, Shew et al. 2011). For example, networks tuned near the critical point

display maximum information transmission (Beggs & Plenz 2003), information storage

(Haldeman & Beggs 2005), and computational power (Bertschinger & Natschläger 2004).

Imbalances in excitation and inhibition have been implicated in various neuropsychiatric

disorders, such as epilepsy, schizophrenia, and autism spectrum disorders (Sohal & Rubenstein

2019). Research that aims to understand the underlying mechanisms of E-I balance can also

contribute to understanding the pathophysiology of these disorders and potentially identifying

therapeutic targets.

Finally, cooperativity between synapses is a crucial contributor to stable cortical activity. The

low firing rates and individually weak synaptic connections found in neocortex necessitate

correlated inputs onto individual neurons for signal propagation to occur (Brunel 2000;

Koulakov 2009). Indeed, higher-order interaction between multiple neurons has been reported to
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be an intrinsic feature of both neocortical structure and function (Yu et al. 2011). Excitatory

synaptic connectivity exhibits a prevalence of specific triplet motifs (Perin et al. 2011; Song et al.

2005) and cliques of neurons (Litwin-Kumar & Doiron 2012). Activity in real neuronal networks

show elevated clustering (Yu et al. 2011; Sadovsky et al. 2014; Rothschild et al. 2010; Pajevic &

Plenz 2009; Orlandi et al. 2013; Shimono & Beggs 2015; Nigam et al. 2016; Dechery &

MacLean 2018) that is dominated by triplet motifs which improve signal integration by

coordinating the presynaptic pool (Chambers & MacLean 2016). Correlations between three

units have been shown to be necessary to recapitulate spatiotemporal spiking patterns (Ganmor

et al. 2015).

In the first chapter of this dissertation, we focus on canonical neocortical dynamics and ask why

its maintenance is possible. We find that the answer relies on a specific mechanism of

higher-order synaptic cooperativity. To reach this result, we used SNNs that were built to capture

crucial factors of neocortical activity. In particular, they match the ratio of excitatory to

inhibitory units, the connectivity parameters, and the measurements of rate, synchrony, and

criticality observed in neocortex. Following this, we turn our attention to computation using

similarly constructed SNNs in chapter two.

On computation

Computation refers to the manipulation, processing, and transformation of information according

to well-defined rules or algorithms. It involves the use of symbols, representations, and

operations to perform calculations, solve problems, simulate systems, or make decisions. In the

case of the brain and models of the brain, computation often refers to the transformation of
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sensory input according to the structural and dynamical properties of the brain, along with the

brain’s internal state, into appropriate cognitive states and behaviors (Churchland & Sejnowski

1992, Churchland & Grush 1999, Rolls 2021).

Since computation involves the use of representations to encode and manipulate information,

philosophical discussions often revolve around questions of whether computational processes

alone are sufficient to account for the emergence of semantics and understanding (Baggio 2018).

We will not focus on this question in this dissertation; rather, we will assume that neural

activity–and the structures that give rise to this activity–constitute representations, and that

correspondence between a pattern of activity and some input or output suffices to establish a

representation. A stronger case for neural activity being a representation can be made through

causal manipulations to establish functional roles and teleology for the hypothesized

representation (Baker et al. 2021). Because we observe specific activity patterns co-emerge with

improvement in goal-oriented performance through task training, we believe we have satisfied

these criteria for a representation as well.

Computation can sometimes be seen as a reductionist approach to understanding complex

systems, since it breaks them down into smaller computational units, symbols, and rules.

Philosophical discussions on emergence consider whether computational processes can fully

capture the emergent properties of complex systems (Symons 2018), or if there are additional

factors at play. This again is not within the scope of this dissertation; we will instead adopt the

stance that all underlying features that support computation in the brain also make up

generally-regarded emergent properties like behavior.
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Finally, computation can be implemented in various physical substrates, such as electronic

circuits, abstract mathematical structures, and, of course, networks of neurons in the brain.

Philosophical considerations arise regarding the relationship between computation and physical

instantiation and the role of embodiment in computation (Cooper 2013, Pezzulo et al. 2011). We

will take these not as problems to address here, but rather as a lucky fact of brains and computer

models that we can study computation in both. Again, there are surely differences between

model and brain, but those differences here are more likely due to improper accounting for

crucial details or stochasticity or feedback, etc., rather than because of something inherent to

physicality.

We will now survey how our understanding of–and ability to wield–computation has advanced

through the use of artificial neural networks (ANNs) and experiments in the brain.

On computation in artificial neural networks (ANNs)

The study of computation in neural networks began in earnest in the 1940s, when Warren

McCulloch, a neurophysiologist, and Walter Pitts, a logician, proposed a mathematical model of

a simplified neuron. They described how neurons in the brain could be represented as binary

logic gates, processing information based on input signals and thresholds (McCulloch & Pitts

1943). This work laid the foundation for artificial neural networks. The perceptron model was

the next significant milestone in the development of SNNs. It extended the McCulloch-Pitts

neuron by introducing adjustable weights and an algorithm that allowed it to learn–through

weight adjustments–using labeled training data (Rosenblatt 1957). The perceptron model was

based on the idea of weighted connections between neurons in the brain, with the weights
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adjusted during the learning process. The changes that take place in the models used in this work

during learning are similarly made possible through changeable weights.

Interest in computation with ANNs experienced a surge in the 1980s with the development of

new learning algorithms and the recognition of the potential of different neural network

architectures. In 1982, John Hopfield introduced the Hopfield network, a type of recurrent neural

network (RNN) and a predecessor of the architecture used in the work of this dissertation.

Hopfield networks are known for their ability to store and retrieve binary patterns by leveraging

the concept of energy minimization (Hopfield 1982). Then, in 1986, David Rumelhart, Geoffrey

Hinton, and Ronald Williams published their work on backpropagation, a learning algorithm for

training multi-layer neural networks (Rumelhart et al. 1986). While the concept of

backpropagation was first introduced in the 1960s by Rosenblatt (Rosenblatt 1961, Schmidhuber

2022), Hinton's work was the breakthrough in implementation. It focused on the efficient

training of deep neural networks using gradient-based optimization techniques, which laid the

foundation for the renaissance of research with ANNs. Backpropagation has led to many

breakthroughs in AI and the application of ANNs to other fields of science, including their

adoption into computational neuroscience. A variant of backpropagation through time (BPTT,

Robinson & Fallside 1987, Werbos et al. 1988, 1990), itself an extension of Rumelhart and

colleagues’ algorithm to recurrent networks, is used in this work (Bellec et al. 2020).

On cortical computation

Our understanding of computation through networks of neurons in the neocortex is continually

evolving, and this work seeks to build upon and contribute to that understanding. Several key
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features of neocortex have been identified as potentially beneficial to computation, and are built

into the spiking neural network models that are used in this work. They are:

Recurrence: Recurrent connections within the neocortex play a crucial role in information

processing. These connections enable feedback loops, allowing information to flow in both

bottom-up and top-down directions between cortical–as well as subcortical–regions. Recurrent

connectivity contributes to the generation of complex dynamics and the ability to integrate

information over time. It supports processes like attention, time-dependent tasks, and

context-dependent processing in artificial networks (Goehring et al. 2019, Kietzmann et al.

2019). Theoretical work supports the computational importance of recurrent connectivity; in a

network that maximizes the number of stored patterns of activity in a robust fashion,

bidirectionally coupled pairs of neurons are over-represented and more strongly weighted

(Brunel 2016). The same study demonstrated that most connections in the network went to 0,

indicating that it is sparse recurrent connectivity which may be most beneficial for storage of

representations that underlie computation. This sparse recurrent connectivity is experimentally

observed in neocortex (Lefort et al. 2009, Song et al. 2005, Wang et al. 2006, Perin et al. 2011,

Billeh et al. 2020) and is optimal in several other experiments with different models (Clopath et

al. 2021, Brunel et al. 2004, Chapeton et al. 2012, Clopath et al. 2014).

Sparse Coding: Not only do neocortical circuits exhibit sparse connectivity, they also display

sparse activity. Only a subset of neurons is active at any given time, which points to sparse

coding (Olshausen 2002). Sparse coding allows efficient representation of information, reduces

redundancy, and supports the formation of selective and invariant representations (Olshausen &
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Field 2004, Chalk et al. 2018). In addition to supporting coding, sparse activity is also believed

to be a strategy for minimizing metabolic costs of computation (Hasenstaub et al. 2010, Sengupta

et al. 2013, Verzi et al. 2018), and this has led to the interest of engineers in spiking neural

networks and neuromorphic systems. The topic of spiking and its computational benefits is

explored further in a later section.

Plasticity and Learning: Neural plasticity, particularly synaptic plasticity, is a fundamental

mechanism in the neocortex. It allows the strengthening or weakening of connections between

neurons based on experience and learning. Plasticity mechanisms, such as Hebbian learning and

spike-timing-dependent plasticity, contribute to the formation and modification of cortical

representations for computation (Abbott & Nelson 2000). For our models, we chose to use a

global learning rule that is more suited to machine learning than neocortex (Bellec et al. 2020),

although it can be refactored into a learning rule with possible biological merits (Gerstner et al.

2018). We did so because our main objective was to establish computations in our SNNs through

synaptic changes, which we could then investigate; this method accomplished this goal.

While significant progress has been made in understanding computation in the neocortex, many

questions remain. Researchers are actively studying the relationship between structure,

dynamics, and computation in neocortex, and computational models have been a powerful tool

for those inquiries. In such studies, computation is often measured or targeted through metrics

such as information capacity (e.g. in Brunel 2016), dynamic range (e.g. in Shew et al. 2009),

information transmission (e.g. in Mejias & Longtin 2012), and decodability (e.g. in Cohen et al.

2020). Since computation involves the manipulation and transmission of information, and these
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measures provide insights into the capacity and precision of such operations, they also capture

important facets of computation. More recently, ANNs have been levied in our study of

neocortical computation, so that we can directly measure computation through performance on a

task that makes computational demands and alters the network accordingly.

On ANNs, behavior, and neuroscience

The ability of ANNs to exhibit dynamics, form representations, and perform learned behaviors

has made it a favored tool in recent theoretical neuroscience research. Establishing ethologically

relevant learned behaviors in ANNs is a promising top-down approach (Eliasmith & Trujillo

2014) to creating biofidelic models with explanatory power. This approach has been

demonstrated to create correspondences between neocortical activity and several varieties of

ANNs.

For example, using a hierarchical CNN, Yamins & DiCarlo demonstrated that optimizing for

human-level performance in object recognition tasks also led layers of their model to be highly

predictive of V4 and IT spiking responses to complex images (Yamins & DiCarlo 2014).

Therefore, optimizing a minimally biofidelic model for behavior can suffice to create systems

with similar computational signatures to neocortex. More recent work that carefully

characterized the behavioral patterns of primates to individual images revealed that deep CNN

models cannot account for all such patterns (Rajalingham et al. 2018). This work suggests that

large-scale behavioral benchmarks could be direct guides for searching for appropriate

computational models, and that alternative models may be necessary to precisely capture all

computations that underlie primate object vision.
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Indeed, a direct comparison of feedforward and recurrent neural network models revealed that

only recurrent models could account for the multi-region, dynamic transformations of

representations in visual cortex (Kietzmann et al. 2019). RNNs have been a favorite architecture

to use for modeling temporal / memory-related processes in neocortex. For example, RNNs’

reaction times on an image recognition task predicts human reaction times for the same image

better than several parameter-matched feedforward models (Spoerer et al. 2020). These results

suggest that recurrent connectivity, a hallmark of neocortex, may be crucial for understanding the

dynamics of cortical computation over time.

In terms of non-correspondence to animal behavior, catastrophic forgetting is a non-biofidelic

fact that has badgered ANN research. By building models that solve the problem of catastrophic

forgetting, researchers seek to discover why biological brains are uniquely good at robust

memory and continual learning. For example, by using dynamical systems analysis on RNNs

that have been trained on sequential tasks and with a learning rule to minimize catastrophic

forgetting, one possible explanation has been posited. These models re-use similar dynamical

structures across similar tasks, revealing shared computations as a possible cortical solution

(Duncker et al. 2020). Rapid multitask learning in RNNs has also been shown to be possible

under conditions of localized and sparse synaptic plasticity with local learning rules, which is

more directly analogous to neocortex (Masse et al. 2022).

While vision has been the most popular domain for modeling and studying computation, ANNs

have also been applied to other systems. For example, grid cells and place cells are involved in

spatial navigation, and ANNs have been used to explore these mechanisms. Banino and
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colleagues used a deep reinforcement learning approach on RNNs (called the GridNet) to model

cell representations and their role in navigation (Banino et al. 2018). They demonstrated that

optimization on a path integration task led to the emergence of grid-cell-like representations in

their model, as well as other entorhinal cell types. These representations allowed model agents to

conduct shortcut behaviors like mammals are capable of, and overall their results support the

neurobiological theory that grid cells are critical for navigation.

Taken together, these results suggest that a behavior-first, top-down optimization approach,

combined with an exploration of different architectures and levels of detail, is promising for

directly studying computation in ANNs and determining the features of neocortex that explain

computation (Eliasmith & Trujillo 2014). However, attempting to explain computation in ANNs

comes with several challenges.

On interpretability in neural network models

Thinking back to our atom in the asterisk–only the second explanation (that included such

abstract concepts as “dissertation”) truly gave us a why answer. Researchers have discovered that

trying to understand why neural networks work is a substantial challenge, and surprising given

that we built them. Deep neural network architectures operate through many interconnected

layers of artificial neurons, making their inner workings highly intricate. In recurrent neural

network architectures, the same set of weights is present across sequential time steps. This allows

RNNs to perform temporal tasks, but it also creates complex interactions and makes it harder to

discern the contribution of each parameter to the overall output. In addition, more biofidelic

neural network models often employ nonlinear activation functions in their model neurons,
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adaptation mechanisms, and additional sources of stochasticity. This enables them to capture

some of the nonlinear behavior of the brain. However, this nonlinearity further complicates

interpretability, as it becomes challenging to trace back how specific input features influenced

the final model output.

Addressing the challenge of interpretability in ANNs–and also in ANN models of the brain–is an

active area of research. Researchers are exploring techniques such as model visualization

(Karpathy et al. 2015), attribution methods (Sundararajan et al. 2017), and relevance propagation

(Bach et al. 2015) to shed light on the internal workings of neural network models. Models can

also be built with attention mechanisms, which allow the network to alternately focus on

different parts of the input sequence. Researchers can then work backwards to identify the

important elements that contributed to the network's predictions (Bahdanau et al. 2014).

However, achieving full interpretability–being able to answer satisfactorily why a network is

capable of solving a task–remains a significant, ongoing challenge. Neural network models are

so challenging to interpret that they have been referred to as black boxes, and criticisms have

been levied that it does not make sense to use black box models to study black box brains.

Furthermore, the form of a satisfying interpretation for ANN function can sometimes differ from

what would constitute interpretation for neuroscientists (Kar et al. 2022). Kar and colleagues

argue that interpretability of ANNs for neuroscience necessarily means correspondence between

brain and model. When ANNs contain features that do not map to neuroscientific constructs, this

renders the models uninterpretable. While these model-specific features could ultimately have no

bearing on the brain’s functions, and some correspondence to the brain should be a first step in
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modeling (i.e. why I am focused on building biofidelic models), correspondence far from

constitutes interpretability. In fact, I argue below that the confusion of interpretable ANNs with

ANNs that predict brain activity has been a major conceptual hindrance in our search for good

explanations of cortical computation.

The authors also state that the extent to which a model should be made interpretable depends on

the intended purpose of the model; thus a model that explains one set of experiments may not

explain another. I believe that this is a slightly incorrect way of asserting (correctly) that good

explanations can be found at all levels, and there is real explanatory power to abstractions like

“dissertation” and “oscillation”. One does not need to dive to the finest level of detail to seek

interpretability in models in all instances. Insights into computation that have been gained using

ANNs that do not predict all the detailed structural, dynamical, or behavioral features of real

brain systems still constitute genuine knowledge.

In fact, if one is only interested in building a model that is precisely predictive of the brain, then

we should build a precise replica of the brain. Once we have the experimental data and

technology to do so, what will we have achieved in terms of further understanding? Thus a major

pitfall of the prediction agenda is that it does not generate new knowledge. The best it can

achieve–which is what it aims to achieve–is recapitulation of prior knowledge in newly

engineered systems.

There is one additional, related consideration for researchers who seek to build ANNs to make

the brain more interpretable. It is that even when ANNs are highly predictive of the brain, they
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may have arrived there due to specific modeling choices. If models are to be purely evaluated

based on their predictive abilities, then we should be satisfied with such an approach. But we

find that we as a field are not satisfied, and are instead actively campaigning against it (Schaeffer

et al. 2022). This is because researchers should and do genuinely care about underlying

mechanisms as part of understanding the brain.

Sometimes, under very similar experiments, whether or not a study reveals a “why” answer

depends on whether or not the researchers asked a “why” question to begin with. For example,

Bashivan and colleagues used a deep ANN ventral stream model to evolve images that optimally

drove the activity of neural sites in macaque V4 (Bashivan et al. 2019). Not only does the “V4”

layer of their model closely predict V4 recordings, they also succeeded in controlling the activity

of V4 neural sites individually and together. The authors comment that ANN models are opaque

to direct understanding, and they therefore chose to focus on application of ANNs’ predictive

power for neural control.

Neural control is an extremely important therapeutic goal of neuroscientific research, but

contrast the explanatory power of the above work with the work of Ponce and colleagues, who,

around the same time, also used deep image synthesis to study the primate ventral stream (Ponce

et al. 2019). Through a deep ANN and an evolutionary algorithm, they generated images that

maximized neuronal firing in macaque IT. They interpreted these images as possible internal

representations of neurons in IT cortex, forming a set of components used in the computation of

visual scenes. Furthermore, the authors comment on the potential of this approach to reveal the

internal representations of other brain systems. Together, these two studies demonstrate that it is
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possible for interpretability to be gained through a shift in perspective. This gives us one good

reason to be optimistic about our future–and even retroactive–forays into greater interpretability.

Thus I wholly agree with Kar and colleagues in their statements that 1) synergy is needed

between AI and neuroscience to interpret ANNs, and that 2) ANNs (especially ones with features

that do not correspond to contemporary theories of the brain) can be hypothesis generators for

new computational mechanisms. Validating models against neural measurements and behavior is

a first step. We can next apply the same approaches that AI researchers use to explain ANNs,

which is to elucidate the models’ inner representations, transformations, and decision-making

processes.

Fortunately, when it comes to interpreting task-trained spiking neural network models, there are

reasons to be optimistic and even more tools at our disposal. Not only are SNNs performing

computations in potentially spike-based and more biofidelic ways, they are also capable of being

explored using the same suite of tools which experimentalists have developed for directly

interpreting neocortical data. Interpretability in SNNs can have an additional set of ambitions

that other ANNs would struggle to meet. Since they are built with greater biofidelity at a greater

level of detail, there is the potential to explain their function–and extend those findings to the

brain–on the level of single spikes and synaptic integration. The power of SNNs to yield insights

on mechanism has been previously harnessed to study function in terms of dynamics; researchers

are just beginning to use SNNs to study function in terms of computation.

On spiking
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Several lines of evidence point to the importance of spikes for computation (Brette 2015). The

relative timing of spikes has been demonstrated to carry information about stimulus features in

neocortex (deCharms & Merzenich 1996). Populations of neurons in the primary auditory cortex

can coordinate the timing of their action potentials in a way that signals stimuli, even while firing

rates remain unchanged. Spiking networks also exhibit robustness to noise and variations in input

signals (Calaim et al. 2022). Spiking neurons can perform computations through the integration

of asynchronous and distributed input events. Inputs that arrive at temporal offsets can still

together drive a neuron to fire. The discrete nature of spikes, their sparsity in time, and the

temporally permissive nature of their generation can help mitigate the impact of noisy inputs or

other fluctuations, especially when neuronal units themselves are also leaky (Sharmin et al.

2020). This makes neural network models with spiking units most suitable for modeling neural

systems operating under realistic, noisy conditions.

Spikes also enable efficient coding, as they represent information through selective, transient

activation. This sparse coding is believed to enhance the computational capacity of neural

networks. It has been shown that balanced synaptic input currents–which is more biofidelic of

neocortex overall–generate fewer spikes per second, and that these spikes are more informative,

carrying more bits per spike (Sengupta et al. 2013). Thus, approximately balanced synaptic

currents in spiking networks like neocortex can promote both computational efficiency and

energy efficiency.

Finally, in addition to bolstering theoretical measurements like information, individual spikes

have genuine consequence in the world (Brette 2015). They have been demonstrated to be useful
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to animals to drive their own behaviors. Electrophysiological recordings and optogenetic

stimulation has revealed that the earliest stimulus-evoked spikes in mouse V1 are preferentially

weighted for guiding behavior (Day-Cooney et al. 2021). In line with this preference, single

spikes themselves can be sufficient. Mice are capable of performing a visual discrimination task

using V1 activity within a narrow time window; during this window the vast majority of neurons

discriminating the stimulus fire either one or no spikes (Resulaj et al. 2018).

Considering these lines of evidence that spikes are consequential for neural function, building

models that utilize spiking units is a promising approach to answering the “why” questions of

cortical computation that we care about. Previously, spiking neural network simulations have

strived to capture the structural and dynamical properties observed in real neocortical networks.

They have been–and are continuing to be–used to address structure function questions. More

recently, SNNs have gained the capability to capture some of the behavioral and potentially

computational properties of neocortex as well.

The development and research of trained SNNs is a relatively new field, with the first direct

application of backpropagation to SNNs reported in 2016 (Lee et al. 2016). Previously,

task-performing SNNs were mostly made possible through translation of pre-trained RNNs’

continuous activations into spikes (Bu et al. 2023). However, RNNs are not congruent to SNNs

outside of a narrow set of constraints (Schmutz et al. 2023). In addition, in the case of translation

of pre-trained RNNs, discrete spikes and temporal integration are not original, crucial parts of

learning the appropriate computations. Now, directly trained SNNs have the potential to offer

novel insights into the mechanisms of neural computation.
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The energy efficiency of spiking networks is of increasing interest in the development of

low-power neuromorphic systems. Neuromorphic engineering is a field that aims to emulate the

functionality of biological neural networks in hardware systems and through the use of SNNs.

Notable examples include the BrainScaleS, TrueNorth, Intel Loihi projects (Davies et al. 2021).

Owing to the relative novelty of trained SNNs and the focus of the neuromorphic field on

engineering rather than understanding, there is little pre-existing work on interpretability of

SNNs, and even less on using trained SNNs as an avenue for probing cortical computations.

Scientists are beginning to apply traditional methods of interpretability in ANNs to SNNs, such

as model visualization (Kim & Panda 2021). Through the work in this dissertation, we seek to

contribute to interpretability of SNNs as a way of interpreting cortical computation as well.

On account of the demonstrated computational benefits of sparse spiking and sparse recurrent

connectivity–defining features of both neocortex and spiking neural network models–as well as

the driving power of task optimization, we are optimistic that our work with SNNs is one

additional step towards a good explanation of neocortical computation. More than just a

description, it offers mechanistic accounts as to 1) why stable dynamics are possible in

neocortex, and 2) why computation becomes possible through specific synaptic changes and

resulting dynamic changes that occur through learning.

To address the first why, we created SNNs through a grid search for architectures that yielded

realistic spiking activity (Roxin et al. 2011, Salinas & Sejnowski 2001). We demonstrated a link

between the maintenance of this activity and triplet motifs. We showed that higher order

coordination of synapses is always present during sustained, low-rate, asynchronous activity, and
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that this coordination takes the form of transitions in time between specific triangle motifs

(Bojanek & Zhu et al. 2020). These motifs summarize the way spikes traverse the underlying

synaptic topology (Chambers & MacLean 2016). At this point, I became interested in neocortical

computation, which occurs on a substrate of stable, asynchronous, low-rate neuronal activity.

To address the second why, we used very similar SNNs (Zhu et al. 2020); the crucial difference is

that these SNNs were trained to perform an ethologically relevant task. We find that SNNs

selectively adjust firing rates in response to the stimulus input, and that excitatory and inhibitory

connectivity between input and recurrent layers changed in accordance with this rate modulation.

Input channels that began by responding more to a specific input developed stronger connections

to recurrent excitatory units over training, while channels that responded more to the other input

developed stronger connections to inhibitory units. Furthermore, recurrent inhibitory units which

were tuned to one input over the other strengthened their connections to recurrent units of the

opposite tuning. We draw a biological parallel between our observed recurrent connectivity

pattern and cross-orientation-tuning inhibition in visual cortex (Morrone et al. 1982, Eysel et al.

1990, Katzner 2011), as well as hypothesize on the role of parvalbumin-expressing (PV)

interneurons (Bos et al. 2020, Kepecs & Fishell 2014, Lagzi et al. 2021).

So let us begin.
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CHAPTER 1

Cyclic transitions between higher order motifs underlie sustained asynchronous spiking

in sparse recurrent networks

This work was previously published as: Bojanek, K.*, Zhu, Y.*, MacLean, J. N. (2020). Cyclic
transitions between higher order motifs underlie sustained asynchronous spiking in sparse
recurrent networks. PLOS Comput Biol, 16(9), e1007409.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007409. *co-first-authors.
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ABSTRACT

A basic—yet nontrivial—function which neocortical circuitry must satisfy is the ability to

maintain stable spiking activity over time. Stable neocortical activity is asynchronous, critical,

and low rate, and these features of spiking dynamics contribute to efficient computation and

optimal information propagation. However, it remains unclear how neocortex maintains this
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asynchronous spiking regime. Here we algorithmically construct spiking neural network models,

each composed of 5000 neurons. Network construction synthesized topological statistics from

neocortex with a set of objective functions identifying naturalistic low-rate, asynchronous, and

critical activity. We find that simulations run on the same topology exhibit sustained

asynchronous activity under certain sets of initial membrane voltages but truncated activity under

others. Synchrony, rate, and criticality do not provide a full explanation of this dichotomy.

Consequently, in order to achieve mechanistic understanding of sustained asynchronous activity,

we summarized activity as functional graphs where edges between units are defined by pairwise

spike dependencies. We then analyzed the intersection between functional edges and synaptic

connectivity- i.e. recruitment networks. Higher-order patterns, such as triplet or triangle motifs,

have been tied to cooperativity and integration. We find, over time in each sustained simulation,

low-variance periodic transitions between isomorphic triangle motifs in the recruitment

networks. We quantify the phenomenon as a Markov process and discover that if the network

fails to engage this stereotyped regime of motif dominance “cycling”, spiking activity truncates

early. Cycling of motif dominance generalized across manipulations of synaptic weights and

topologies, demonstrating the robustness of this regime for maintenance of network activity. Our

results point to the crucial role of excitatory higher-order patterns in sustaining asynchronous

activity in sparse recurrent networks. They also provide a possible explanation why such

connectivity and activity patterns have been prominently reported in neocortex.

1 INTRODUCTION

Network connectivity shapes dynamics in many systems and on many scales, ranging from gene

transcription networks to epidemic spreading (Barzel & Barabasi 2013). In the brain, neocortical
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architecture supports myriad complex functions. Before any of these functions can occur,

neuronal spiking activity must be maintained throughout the lifespan of an animal. Stable

maintenance of spiking activity—both as “background” activity and when tasked with inputs and

outputs—is a basic function that arises from the structure of synaptic connectivity in the brain.

Given the fact that the vast majority of excitatory synapses are weak and connections are sparse

and recurrent, achieving stable activity is highly non-trivial (Perin et al. 2011; Song et al. 2005;

Seeman et al. 2018; Zylberberg et al. 2017). Theoretical and experimental studies have

characterized several architectural features that have the capacity to promote and shape spiking

activity, such as a heavy-tailed synaptic weight distribution, excitatory clustering and the ratio

between incoming and outgoing connections (Song et al. 2005; Lefort et al. 2009; Teramae et al.

2012; Litwin-Kumar & Doiron 2012; van Vreeswijk & Sompolinsky 1996). Additionally,

dynamical properties of ongoing activity, such as a balance between excitation and inhibition

(Litwin-Kumar & Doiron 2012) and correlated spiking (Reimann et al. 2017), are shaped by

connectivity and in turn impact the continuation of spiking activity.

Neocortical activity in the awake mammal is characterized by low-rate, near-critical, and

asynchronous dynamics. Any theory which purports to explain stable activity in neocortex must

take these features of activity into consideration. Previous work has demonstrated that sustained

activity co-occurs within a specific range of firing rates, supported by a balance between

excitatory and inhibitory conductance (Vogels & Abbott 2005; Brunel 2000]. Firing rates that are

too low or too high contribute to instability within the network (Vogels & Abbott 2005).

Neocortex is also often characterized as having critical or near-critical dynamics (Beggs & Plenz

2003). In a practical sense, this entails activity which, in the absence of external input, is
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maintained without becoming epileptic nor dying out, and which follows a power law

distribution in its active population size. The idea that neocortex operates near a critical point has

a long history in neuroscience, going back to Alan Turing (Turing 2009), and has been

implicated in a number of desirable properties for neural networks (Karimipanah et al. 2016). For

example, networks tuned near the critical point display maximum information transmission

(Beggs & Plenz 2003), information storage (Haldeman & Beggs 2005), and computational power

(Bertschinger & Natschläger 2004). Any incoming signals interact with and rely upon the

activity state already present in a network, or the “background” activity, which in neocortex is

generally asynchronous and irregular. Several theoretical studies have focused explicitly on

self-sustained activity in the asynchronous state and the propagation of inputs in this state. They

found a complex relationship between synaptic strength and firing rate in the maintenance of an

asynchronous spiking regime (Kriener et al. 2014; Brunel 2000; Zerlaut et al. 2019). Here we

focus on said background activity and ask how it may be stably maintained in the absence of

inputs. We build on previous theoretical and experimental studies by uncovering the dynamic

mechanisms behind self-sustained activity using models that capture crucial factors of

neocortical activity. Namely, the models match the ratio of excitatory to inhibitory units, the

connectivity parameters, and the measurements of rate, synchrony, and criticality observed in

neocortex.

Experimental results suggest that pairwise measurements alone may be insufficient to explain

network dynamics. Higher-order patterns in both structure and activity have been reported to be

intrinsic features of neocortex (Yu et al. 2011) and may be key to its function. Excitatory

synaptic connectivity displays a prevalence of specific triplet motifs (Perin et al. 2011; Song et
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al. 2005) and cliques of neurons (Litwin-Kumar & Doiron 2012). Activity in real neuronal

networks exhibit elevated clustering (Yu et al. 2011; Sadovsky et al. 2014; Rothschild et al.

2010; Pajevic & Plenz 2009; Orlandi et al. 2013; Shimono & Beggs 2015; Nigam et al. 2016;

Dechery & MacLean 2018) that is dominated by triplet motifs which can improve synaptic

integration by coordinating the presynaptic pool (Chambers & MacLean 2016). Moreover,

correlations between three units are necessary to recapitulate spatiotemporal spiking patterns

(Ganmor et al. 2015). Computationally, triplet motifs may improve coding (Cayco-Gajic et al.

2015; Shi et al. 2015) and enhance perceptual accuracy and the prediction of responses in visual

cortex (Dechery & MacLean 2018; Shahidi et al. 2019). The causal relation from underlying

synaptic connections to functional connections and correlations in activity within a network is

complex (Chambers & MacLean 2016; Chambers et al. 2018). The presence of certain motifs in

synaptic graphs greatly affects the strength of higher-order correlations in network neuronal

activity (Jovanović & Rotter 2016). Furthermore, the low firing rates and weak synaptic

connections found in neocortex necessitate correlated inputs onto individual neurons (Brunel

2000; Koulakov 2009). Here we build functional networks and then identify the intersection of

the functional network with the synaptic network. We then analyze this subset of active synapses,

or recruitment network, to study the dynamics that correspond to the activation of the underlying

synaptic connectivity. Our focus is on the presence of higher order functional motifs and its

relation with the maintenance of an asynchronous spiking state. First, a novel algorithmic

approach is used to build large numbers of sparsely-connected recurrent spiking neural network

models. Simulations are run on these models to explore the roles of realistic dynamics and

higher-order interactions in sustained spiking activity. These models are recurrent and

sparsely-connected; they are composed of excitatory and inhibitory adaptive exponential leaky
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integrate-and-fire (AdEx) neurons with conductance-based synapses (Brette & Gerstner 2005).

Network topology parameters are varied and informed by connectivity seen in cortex (Song et al.

2005; Lefort et al. 2009; Teramae et al. 2012). By design, the models closely approximate both

the statistics of connectivity as well as spiking activity in neocortex (Zerlaut et al. 2019; Ecker et

al. 2010; Renart et al. 2010). We find that simulations on the same network topology can either

spontaneously stop (truncated run) or show sustained activity (sustained run), corresponding to

different sets of initial membrane voltages. The dichotomy between sustained runs and this

subset of late-truncating runs on the same networks, in addition to our ability to algorithmically

construct and simulate very large numbers of networks, provided us with the opportunity to

study the conditions which underlie sustained asynchronous activity.

2 RESULTS

2.1 Network construction and simulation

Each spiking neuronal network was composed of 4000 excitatory and 1000 inhibitory adaptive

exponential leaky integrate-and-fire (AdEx) units (Brette & Gerstner 2005). Synaptic

connections were recurrent, sparse and conductance-based (Fig 1A). Excitatory connection

strengths followed a heavy-tailed, log-normal distribution, where μ = −5.0*10−5.0 nS, σ = 0.5 nS,

corresponding to a mean of 1.13 nS and a variance of 0.365 nS (Fig 1B). Networks therefore had

a large number of weak connections and few strong excitatory synapses. Given that local

connectivity in neocortex is clustered (Perin et al. 2011; Song et al. 2005)—although global

statistical patterns of connectivity cannot be precisely determined from paired patch clamp

recordings (Vegué et al. 2017)—we also created clusters within our networks. For each network
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we defined 50 clusters and randomly assigned each excitatory unit to two of these clusters.

Figure 1.1: Network construction and search
A. Our networks were constructed with 4000 clustered excitatory and 1000 unclustered inhibitory

units. Probabilities of connection (those from excitatory to excitatory units, and from inhibitory to
inhibitory units) were inferred from experimental literature and determined via grid search (those
from excitatory to inhibitory units and vice versa). Simulation runs began with 30ms of 20Hz
Poisson input onto a subset of 500 units.

B. Synaptic weights followed a log-normal (heavy-tailed) distribution. Synapses were
conductance-based, so weights are in units of nanosiemens. Connections originating from
inhibitory units were 10x stronger than those from excitatory units.

C. For each network, we defined 50 clusters in total and randomly assigned each excitatory unit to
two of these clusters. The wiring probability between units within the same cluster is twice that of
units in different clusters. This resulted in heterogeneously-sized clusters. Here we show the
cluster size distribution (in counts) for 500 networks.

D. Visualization of a subset of 300 clustered excitatory units in our network.
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Intra-cluster connection probability was twice that of inter-cluster connection probability. This

resulted in excitatory clusters of different sizes (mean = 158.40, std = 12.27 units per cluster)

(Litwin-Kumar & Doiron 2012). The excitatory subgraphs had an average connection density

(ratio of the actual over the total possible number of connections) of 0.211 (std: 1.10*10−4), of

which 22.4% were reciprocal (std: 0.02%). Total density within each cluster was 0.389 (std:

3.11*10−3) and density between units in different clusters was 0.196 (std: 9.94*10−5) (Fig 1C and

1D).

At the beginning of a simulation trial, or run, initial resting membrane voltages were randomly

assigned from a uniform distribution of -60 to -50 mV across all units. Activity was then initiated

by 30 ms of 20 Hz Poisson input onto a set of 500 randomly chosen excitatory units (Fig 1A).

2.2 Algorithmically identifying networks for analysis

We focus our study exclusively on network simulations which displayed naturalistic spiking

dynamics. In order to evaluate large numbers of networks for biological realism while

minimizing sampling bias, models were constructed, simulated, and scored algorithmically. We

restricted the search for viable topologies to a range of connection likelihoods bounded by

experimental observations (Chambers & MacLean 2016). This should not be interpreted to

suggest that these connection likelihoods are the only viable solution for realistic spiking

activity—we did not comprehensively survey the range of possibilities.

We identified viable topologies iteratively; in the first iteration, we performed a low resolution

grid search for connection probabilities (Fig 2A). The values for the probabilities of connection
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from excitatory to excitatory units, pe→e, and from inhibitory to inhibitory units, pi→i, were

inferred from experimentally measured connection probabilities in neocortex. They were 0.20

and 0.30 respectively (Song et al. 2005; Chambers & MacLean 2016). We performed grid search

for the values of pe→i and for pi→e. The existence of multiple classes of interneurons in neocortex

means that this parameterization is a generalization—the values used for pi→i and found for pe→i

and pi→e represent summary values for a generic interneuron. During grid search, we rewired

topologies within a limited range of pe→i and pi→e, to identify sets of connection likelihoods that

resulted in networks with sustained low-rate, near-critical, and asynchronous dynamics as

observed in neocortex (Zerlaut et al. 2019; Yu et al. 2011; Sadovsky & MacLean 2014;

Rothschild et al. 2010; Pajevic & Plenz 2009; Orlandi et al. 2013; Shimono & Beggs 2015;

Nigam et al. 2016; Dechery & MacLean 2018; Chambers & MacLean 2016; Ganmor et al. 2015;

Cayco-Gajic et al. 2015; Shi et al. 2015; Shahidi et al. 2019; Brette & Gertsner 2005; Ecker et al.

2010; Renart et al. 2010; Roxin et al. 2011; Griffith & Horn 1966; Koch & Fuster 1989;

Hromádka et al. 2008). Criticality was measured using a branching parameter that is the ratio of

active descendant units to active ancestor units across time (Beggs & Plenz 2003). A value of

1—where the number of active descendants is equal to the number of active ancestors—indicates

critical dynamics (Fig 2B). We used a fast, on-line synchrony heuristic (variance of the mean

voltage divided by the mean of voltage variances, see Methods) for the sake of grid search speed.

A run was considered to be asynchronous if this heuristic value was below 0.5. Runs below this

threshold correspond to a high mean Van Rossum distance which we employed throughout the

remainder of the study (van Rossum 2001; Houghton & Kreuz 2012) (see Methods).
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Figure 1.2: Grid search yields networks with dynamics resembling neocortex
A. We performed two rounds of grid search for the topological parameters that yielded consistent

low-rate, critical, and asynchronous dynamics. The first search was at a lower resolution to
narrow down our region of interest, and the second was at a finer resolution.

B. One scoring metric we used was branching. The branching parameter (Beggs & Plenz 2003) is a
proxy for criticality. It measures the ratio of active descendant units to active ancestor units. A
branching value of 1 indicates a balanced (or critical) network, which is the value we optimized
for.

C. Distribution of the interspike interval coefficient of variation for individual neurons.
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D. Distribution of the interspike interval coefficient of variation for networks. E: L2 error between
autocorrelation and normalized autocovariance.

The first iteration of grid search isolated a region of interest, and we next used a higher

resolution grid to find specific topologies each with the same probabilities of connection but

differing in the specifics of connections (Fig 2A). To find these topologies we used the best

results obtained from the second round of grid search, which were pe→i = 0.22 and pi→e = 0.31.

These values were chosen for their ability to yield network simulations that had both low spiking

rates and a high proportion of completion (see Methods).

These connectivity parameters were used to generate 2,761 synaptic topologies, where each

unique topology is referred to as a network. For each network we randomly created 100 sets of

input units, with 500 excitatory units per set. We ran 50 simulations on each set of input units,

where each simulation began with different membrane voltages for all units. Each simulation

lasted for as long as spiking activity was sustained, up to a maximum of 1 second. The spiking

activity of each run on each network was then scored according to the average firing rate, the

level of asynchrony, how balanced—or critical—the network was, and the duration of time over

which spiking activity was maintained (see Methods). If a network’s average firing rate within

excitatory units for all complete runs out of the initial 500 was less than 8 spikes/second, we

added this network to the set of low-rate networks for subsequent analyses. High-rate networks

were eliminated to maintain consistency with the low spike rates generally measured in

neocortex. This yielded a final count of 87 low-rate networks. For each of these networks, we

determined the set of input units which led to the most consistently sustained simulations, with

the trade-off of rate increasing slightly. We will refer to these as a network’s optimal input units.
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Optimal input units were then fixed and used to generate 100 additional runs on each synaptic

network; only the initial network state (i.e. membrane voltages of all units) varied. This

generated a total of 8,700 unique runs, which we then analyzed.

To ensure that our simulations truly demonstrate sustained asynchronous irregular activity as

seen in neocortex, we measured the distribution of the coefficient of variation of the interspike

intervals of all neurons in every completed network simulation (Fig 2C), and also averaged

across units within each completed simulation (Fig 2D). In both instances we find that networks

are in an irregular regime (CV > 1). Averaging across networks we find a mean CV of 1.23 ± .21

for excitatory neurons and 1.31 ± .23 for inhibitory neurons. Furthermore, we measured the L2

error between the autocovariance normalized by variance and the autocorrelation of activity

(after rate was no longer increasing in each trial) in both excitatory and inhibitory populations.

The low level of difference seen between the two, and the rapidly decaying autocovariance, are

qualitatively consistent with a stationary process (Fig 2E) (Nielsen 2006). Previous work has

defined the asynchronous irregular state by using coefficients of variation greater than 1 to define

irregularity and by using stable firing rate to define asynchrony (Kumar et al. 2008a; Brunel

2000; Kumar et al. 2008b). Within this framework, our observations indicate our networks

exhibit an asynchronous irregular regime with stationary activity.

2.3 Rate, branching scores, and synchrony values on sustained and truncated simulations

We found that the same topology was capable of producing both sustained and truncated activity

when only initial membrane voltages were varied. To be clear, the optimal input units and
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Figure 1.3: Simulations on the same network topologies yield sustained or truncated runs
A. A raster plot of a single complete 1000ms simulation on one of our networks. Excitatory units are

numbered 1-4000 on the y axis, and inhibitory units are 4001-5000.
B. A raster plot of a single truncated simulation (700ms) on the same network with the same input.
C. Distribution of truncation times in ms for all truncated runs.
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D. Instantaneous rate across time for the simulations in rasters A and B, binned at 10 ms. Blue:
sustained run; orange: truncated run; solid line: excitatory units; dashed line: inhibitory units.

E. Instantaneous branching across time for the simulations in rasters A and B, binned at 10 ms.
Same legend conventions as in D.

F. Instantaneous Van Rossum distance across time for the simulations in rasters A and B, binned at
50 ms. Same legend conventions as in D.

Poisson input trains were always the same but the membrane voltages varied. A run was

sustained (or complete) if it displayed stable activity for the duration of a 1-second trial (Fig 3A).

We found that all network simulations which reached 1 second were in each case able to sustain

activity for the full duration of the simulation: we surveyed run times up to 10 seconds. We

therefore chose one second as an indication of a network’s ability to sustain activity indefinitely,

and as the definition of a successful run. If a network ceased all spiking before reaching the

1-second mark, that simulation was considered truncated (Fig 3B). Scoring analysis of the

network spiking dynamics of rate, branching and synchrony between sustained and truncated run

types revealed substantial overlap regardless of outcome.

Duration of truncated runs followed a long-tailed distribution, with the majority of runs

truncating early (Fig 3C). Since activity within the excitatory units tended towards fewer spikes

as a run approached truncation, we did not include the final 50ms of truncating runs in the

calculation of rate, branching, or asynchrony scores. We also did not consider the stimulus period

(initial 30ms), as we wished to analyze self-sustained network dynamics rather than

stimulus-driven spikes. By focusing our analyses on the ‘middle portion’ of each run, we found

that the rate, branching and synchrony values within excitatory units of both sustained and

truncated run populations overlapped substantially. Runs that truncated within the epoch

spanning 500ms to 990ms and sustained runs shared similar mean excitatory firing rates (9.77
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and 10.14 spikes/s, respectively; p < .0005, n = 657, two sample chi square test). Runs that

truncated between 140 and 400 ms had a significantly higher mean rate (15.65 spikes/s; p < 1 ⋅

10−15, n = 1354, two sample chi square test), suggesting that higher firing rates contribute to

instability of a network (Vogels & Abbott 2005) (Fig 4A). The overlap index between rates of

runs truncating later than 500 ms and sustained runs was 0.41 (95% CI 0.14 - .043). In runs that

truncated earlier than 500 ms the overlap index with sustained runs was 0.27 (95% CI 0.23-0.30).

Unlike rate, there was no difference in the scores between longer and shorter run times for both

criticality and synchrony. The criticality score, measured using the branching parameter, was

0.997 ± 0.136 for truncated runs and 1.009 ± 0.004 for completed runs (p < 1 ⋅ 10−15, n = 979,

two sample chi square test). The overlap index for criticality for the two run types was 0.31 (95%

CI 0.21-0.35) (Fig 4B). Thus first order descriptors of rate and criticality within excitatory units,

while different, substantially overlapped. This eliminated the possibility of a simple explanation

of how and why activity was sustained in some cases while truncated in others.

As described above, only spikes from the middle portion of each run—that is, 30ms after trial

start until 50ms prior to truncation—were used for the calculation of asynchrony scores. For the

sake of computational efficiency during grid search, synchrony was defined as the variance of

the mean voltage divided by the mean of voltage variances of all excitatory units (see Methods).

Due to the dependence of this rapid measure upon voltages, and the fact that all voltages decay to

resting potential after truncation, it will always yield high synchrony values for truncated runs.

We therefore used Van Rossum spike distance for all excitatory units, normalized for run

duration (see Methods) (van Rossum 2001; Houghton & Kreuz 2012), as our measure for each
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simulation’s asynchrony score outside of the initial grid search. As asynchrony increases, the Van

Rossum distance also increases. The Van Rossum spike distance for our simulations was 3.82 ±

Figure 1.4: Score distributions for sustained and truncated runs
A. Distributions of spike rate scores for completed (blue), late-truncated (> 500 ms duration, green),

and early-truncated (< 100 ms duration, orange) simulations.
B. Distributions of criticality scores (branching parameter) for completed (blue) and truncated

(orange) simulations.
C. Distributions of asynchrony scores (Van Rossum spike distance) for completed and truncated

simulations.
D. Same asynchrony score data as in C, with completed and truncated simulations now separated

along the y axis by their total durations. Each dot indicates an individual simulation.

0.62 for truncated runs and 4.27 ± 0.51 for completed runs (p < 1 ⋅ 10−15, n = 1033, two sample

chi square test). To provide some context, the corresponding Van Rossum spike distance of a
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rate- and size-matched network of uncorrelated Poisson units would be approximately 9. The

overlap index for truncated and completed runs was 0.68 (95% CI 0.61-0.73) (Fig 4C and 4D).

The values of Van Rossum spike distance were, like rate and criticality, highly overlapping

between truncated and sustained runs. Thus rate, criticality, and synchrony levels substantially

overlapped and did not cleanly partition truncated and sustained run types.

2.4 Graph theory analysis of simulated networks

Having established that first order descriptions of network spiking failed to cleanly segment

simulations into sustained and truncated runs, we next considered higher order descriptions. In

previous work we have defined a taxonomy of active networks (Chambers & MacLean 2016). In

that work we found that mechanistic insights underlying spiking network activity were provided

by focusing on the subset of synaptic connections active during any one run. We refer to these

networks as recruitment graphs and focus our analysis on these networks.

To do so, we begin with the structural connectivity matrix of our models as the synaptic graph

(Fig 5A). We then constructed functional graphs using mutual information to quantify pairwise

correlations between spiking neurons across each simulation. In order to generate a series of

recruitment graphs, we identified the intersection of the functional graph with the synaptic

subgraph according to the units which were active in each 10ms time step, resulting in one

recruitment graph per time step. Weight values of functional and recruitment connections were

calculated from mutual information and summarized in the functional graph, rather than taken

from the synaptic weight matrix (see Methods). Due to our interest in the relationship between

synaptic structure and functional spike maintenance, we focused our analysis on recruitment
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graphs. Thus the following results, unless otherwise noted, describe actual synaptic connections

which have functional significance because they are active.

Figure 1.5: Graph and motif definitions
A. The synaptic graph is the ground-truth topology of our networks. Based on spiking activity during

each simulation, we construct a series of active synaptic subgraphs—one for each time bin. These
are graphs made of units which spiked in that bin, connected via the same edges as in the synaptic
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graph. We infer a single functional graph from whole-trial spiking activity using confluent mutual
information—these graphs represent the functional connectivity of the network for each
simulation trial. The intersection of the functional graph with the active subgraph for a given time
bin yields the recruitment graph for that time bin.

B. The three triangle motifs we examine—fan-in, fan-out, and middleman—are isomorphic by
rotation. When calculating motif clustering, the choice of reference node is key.

C. Calculation of the clustering coefficients of the different triangle motifs on weighted directed
graphs, as defined in Fagiolo 2007. The clustering coefficient is defined as the ratio of the actual
to the possible motif counts.

2.5 Triplet motifs

The term ‘motif’ refers to a pattern formed by a group of units in a network. Previously we

found that triplet motifs were informative of synaptic integration (Chambers & MacLean 2016)

and also increased the power of in vivo encoding models (Dechery & MacLean 2018;

Cayco-Gajic et al. 2015; Shi et al. 2015; Shahidi et al. 2019). Here we focused our analysis on

similar patterns of connectivity in the recruitment network, involving groups of three units

(Fagiolo 2007).

From the perspective of a single reference neuron, neighboring neurons can be arranged into four

types of triplet motifs: fan-in, fan-out, middleman, and cycle. In isolating one triplet, the fan-in,

fan-out, and middleman motifs are isomorphic by rotation, meaning that they only differ due to

the choice of reference node (Fig 5B). The relative importance of a motif for a given neuron is

measured by its contribution to that neuron’s clustering coefficient (Fig 5C). The clustering

coefficient is the weighted ratio of the actual over the possible counts of a particular triplet motif

type in which that neuron participates. Individual reference nodes in a given triplet may yield

different clustering coefficients due to their specific weights and connections (see Methods).
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It was possible that each of the algorithmically generated networks had different connection

densities and weight distributions, which would impact weighted motif clustering coefficient

measures. A measure that incorporated weight and controlled for density would be especially

relevant since the recruitment graph density evolves over time. Furthermore, comparison with

density matches is important given that sparseness itself results in enhanced small-world

clustering (Hlinka et al. 2012). We therefore used the measure of clustering propensity (Muldoon

et al. 2016). Propensity is the ratio of the clustering coefficients of the recruitment graphs

compared to the average clustering coefficients of graphs with the same connection structure but

randomly assigned connection weights. The propensity measure allowed us to compare different

networks despite different connection densities and also allowed us to assess the impact of

specific edge weights on triplet motif clustering coefficients (Fagiolo 2007). A propensity value

of 1 indicates that specific edge weights play a negligible role in clustering, since random edge

weights would yield the same clustering coefficients (see Methods).

2.6 Density and reciprocity statistics

As reported above, synaptic networks were 21.1% connected, and 22.4% of connections were

reciprocal. The functional networks of sustained runs, which were calculated using mutual

information and were unique to each run, were more densely and also more reciprocally

connected (Fig 6A, left). The functional networks averaged 32.6% (std: 0.6%) connectivity, of

which 59.0% (std: 0.4%) were reciprocal. Recruitment graphs across time in sustained runs were

sparser than the synaptic graphs, although only slightly less reciprocally connected (9.5%

connected, std: 0.5%, and 16.7% recurrent, std: 0.5%) (Fig 6B, left). Functional and recruitment

density and reciprocity did not differ significantly between sustained and truncated runs.
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However, there were more limited ranges for and a tighter relationship between density and

reciprocity of both functional and recruitment graphs of sustained runs. In contrast, the spread of

density and reciprocity, and of their relation, was more diffuse in truncated runs (Fig 6A and 6B).

Figure 1.6: Standard network reciprocity
A. The left-hand panel shows the reciprocity (ratio of reciprocal connections to total connections) of

functional graphs plotted as a function of their density (ratio of existing to possible connections).
Data points for sustained runs are plotted in black and form a tight cluster, whereas those for
truncated runs are varied. Truncated runs are colored by the ratio of inhibitory to excitatory spike
rates. The right-hand panel shows the minimum distance (in reciprocity vs. density coordinate
space for functional graphs) between each truncated run and a sustained run as a function of
truncation time. Truncated runs which have greater than 200ms duration level off in their
minimum distance. Thus, past a certain threshold, the difference between truncated and sustained
runs’ density and reciprocity is not related to the run duration.
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B. The left-hand panel shows the reciprocity (ratio of reciprocal connections to total connections) of
recruitment graphs plotted as a function of their density (ratio of existing to possible
connections). Sustained runs are plotted in black and form a neat relationship between density and
reciprocity and occur within a limited range of values. As in panel A, truncated runs are more
diffuse. The color of each point indicates the ratio of inhibitory to excitatory spike rates. And also
as in panel A, the right-hand panel shows the minimum distance between each truncated run and a
sustained run (in reciprocity vs. density coordinate space) as a function of truncation time, this
time for recruitment graphs. Truncated runs which have greater than 200ms duration level off in
their minimum distance.

In addition to greater variance for truncated runs, there are differing trends in the variance,

suggesting multiple modes of failure for a network simulation. The right-hand panels of 5A and

5B show, for functional and recruitment graphs respectively, the relationship between truncation

time and the minimum distance between truncated and sustained runs, where distance is

measured according to the 2D coordinate space of the left-hand panels (reciprocity vs. density).

The minimum distance levels off for runs which exceed 200 ms in duration. Thus, the density

and reciprocity measures of truncated runs do not approach those of sustained runs as duration

increases. For runs which truncate prior to 200 ms, the minimum distances vary much more but

are not strictly dependent on run duration. Thus the increased variance in truncated runs’ density

and reciprocity compared to those of sustained runs is not dependent on run duration. This is

particularly the case at time points beyond 100—200 ms.

2.7 Triplet motifs in the different graph types

We found that the three isomorphic motifs showed equal clustering in the synaptic graphs. This

is expected of graphs with random, albeit clustered, synaptic connectivity. Clustering propensity

centered at 1.00 (std = 7.8 * 10−5, 7.9 * 10−5, 8.0 * 10−5 for middleman, fan-in, and fan-out) for all

three isomorphic motifs (Fig 7A). A value of 1 indicates that specific edge weights in synaptic
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graphs play a negligible role in clustering, since random edge weights would yield the same

clustering coefficients. We found that in contrast to the static synaptic graph the dynamic

Figure 1.7: Standard network triplet motifs
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A. Comparison of triangle motif clustering propensities of the three isomorphic motifs on sustained
and truncated runs across all networks.

B. Trajectories of all runs on a sample network in 3-dimensional isomorphic motif space. Truncated
runs have a larger spread of trajectories along with variation in the ratios of inhibitory to
excitatory spike rates. However, sustained runs are consistent in their spike rate ratios.

C. Trajectories of all sustained runs alone, on axes of the identical scale as in panel B.
D. Example trajectory of a single run on the same network, now enlarged (from inset in panel C).

The network begins away from the area of its eventual cyclic trajectory, and the 30ms of Poisson
input at the beginning of the run drives it towards this region.

E. Example trajectory from panel D shown as fan-out propensity vs fan-in propensity.
F. Example trajectory from panel D shown as fan-out propensity vs middleman propensity.
G. Example trajectory from panel D shown as fan-in propensity vs middleman propensity.

functional and recruitment graphs were not random. The isomorphic motifs’ dominance in the

recruitment graphs, or the strength of each motif’s contribution to overall clustering, varied over

time in each trial. For sustained runs, motif clustering propensities for recruitment graphs

(averaged across all time and all topologies) were 1.98 (std = 0.06), 1.91 (std = 0.06), and 2.03

(std = 0.07) for middleman, fan-in, and fan-out, respectively. Propensity values greater than 1, as

these are, indicate that units in the recruitment graphs are more strongly clustered than would be

expected in structurally-matched graphs with randomized weights. Motif clustering propensities

also varied in recruitment graphs of truncated runs, with averages of 1.39 (std = 0.23), 1.40 (std

= 0.23), and 1.43 (std = 0.24) for middleman, fan-in, and fan-out motifs (Fig 7A).

2.8 Cycling of triplet motifs

To evaluate how the three isomorphic motifs co-varied across time for both successful and

truncated trials, we plotted motif clustering propensities at each point in time against one another.

We visualized this for all runs from a sample synaptic network (Fig 7B), and then examined

sustained runs in particular (Fig 7C and 7D). Additionally, we colored the trajectory of each run

according to the ratio of inhibitory to excitatory spike rates (Fig 7C). Truncated runs varied in the
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ratios of excitatory and inhibitory spike rates, consistent with the postulate that an imbalance

between excitation and inhibition may have contributed to overall instability within the network.

Sustained runs were consistent in their rate ratios. We further examined each two-dimensional

projection of these motif transitions over time. 7E shows fan-in vs fan-out, 7F shows middleman

vs fan-out, and 7G shows fan-in vs middleman for the complete run in (Fig 7D). As in the 3D

case, clustering propensities formed a cyclic trajectory within a restricted region of 2D motif

space. This indicates a systematic alternation between over- and under-representation of the three

isomorphic motifs in the whole network relative to what would be expected in edge-matched

networks. The cyclic trajectory within this region of motif space was consistent for all complete

runs of low-rate, asynchronous, excitatory clustered networks we examined. We also found the

same orderly temporal progression from one isomorphic motif to another when we considered

clustering coefficient values as opposed to edge-normalized propensity. In contrast, truncated

simulations were never restricted to this low variance cyclic alternation.

2.9 Motif cycling and sustained activity

The motif cycling trajectory was not present at the moment of first spikes in a simulation. Rather,

the path started at a point in motif space as determined by the initial membrane voltages of all

neurons in the network. Injection of Poisson input drove network activity towards its eventual

trajectory (Fig 7D, 7E, 7F and 7G). We identified two distinct types of truncation—in the first

and far more common (97.7%) of the two, the simulation trajectory never approached or entered

the region in propensity motif space where sustained runs lay. Truncation occurred rapidly after

input stimulus ceased. In the second, rarer case (2.3%), the simulation successfully entered the

sustained regime, yet after several hundred ms the trajectory destabilized, resulting in truncated
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activity. In this small subset of runs that exhibited trajectories prior to truncation, the trajectories

did not follow a canonical path. Instead, motif dynamics during truncated runs transited in all

directions away from the central region, demonstrating the multitude of ways in which activity

structure can lose stability resulting in a failure of maintenance of an asynchronous spiking

regime (Fig 7B). We examined whether the initial distance and input trajectory, which were

determined by the initial conditions of the network and the Poisson stimulus, were determinants

of successful activity maintenance. We found that even if the distance from the cycling region at

the end of the stimulus period was minimal, some simulations still failed to enter into and stay

within that regime. Others which were still distant from the region after the initial stimulus

period continued on a successful trajectory and entered a stable cycling regime. These behaviors

point to complex interactions between the network’s internal state and how input onto precise

units within that network can influence maintenance of asynchronous spiking.

2.10 Markov analysis

In order to quantify the cycling between isomorphic motifs, we constructed a Markov model for

state transitions between dominant isomorphic motifs. We quantified cycling in this way

because, while it does not give a sufficient account (the same markov chain could give different

oscillatory behavior) of the observation, it does give us a necessary condition (a different markov

chain could not generate the same observed pattern of oscillation). We described the network

using a probabilistic voting scheme, as opposed to using analog propensity values. A unitary vote

is cast by each unit for the motif type for which it has the highest propensity value at some time

step. The proportion of total votes for each motif type is used to describe the relative dominance

of that motif at that time step.
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Figure 1.8: Markov comparisons between sustained and truncated runs on standard networks
A. Probabilities of state dominance of a triplet motif in sustained (left) and truncated (right) runs.
B. Second order state probabilities for sustained (left) and truncated (right) runs.
C. Second order conditional state probabilities for sustained (left) and truncated (right) runs.
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D. Expectation of hitting time for Markov model of state dominance transitions in sustained (left)
and truncated (right) runs.

E. Visualization of Markov matrix for state dominance in complete (left) and truncated (right) runs.

From this time series we constructed a Markov model transitioning between states. We found

that the parameters characterizing the Markov process were canonical and low variance, such

that successful cycling followed a specific reliable sequence between motifs. In contrast, the

Markov parameters in simulations that truncated showed a failure to recruit this low-variance

canonical sequence. First and second-order state probabilities and state transition probabilities

significantly differed between sustained and truncated runs (p < 1 ⋅ 10−15, n = 1107, p < 1 ⋅ 10−15,

n = 1107, p < 1 ⋅ 10−15, n = 884 respectively) (Fig 8A and 8B). Second-order state conditional

probabilities also differed (p ≤ 0.029, n = 227) (Fig 8C). State probability is the probability of a

motif being dominant at a given time. Second order probability is the probability with which a

sequence of two motifs will be dominant at some given time. Conditional probability is defined

as the probability of a motif given history of previous two motifs.

Markov analysis also gave the time scale which characterized motif cycling via the mean time

for recurrence. This is defined by the expectation of the hitting time for each motif, given the

network is currently dominated by that motif. We define hitting time, t, as

and our expectation of hitting time, t, as𝐻
𝑖

= 𝑖𝑛𝑓{𝑛 ≥ 1 :  𝑆
𝑛

= 𝑖 | 𝑆
𝑜

= 𝑖}

. This gives a mean recurrence time for each motif. We find truncating𝐸[𝑡] =
𝑛=0

∞

∑ 𝑛 · 𝑝(𝐻
𝑖

= 𝑛)

middleman to have mean 18.59 ms (std: 6.49 ms), completing middleman to have mean 27.02

ms (std 5.99 ms), truncating fan-in to have mean 18.01 ms (std: 4.61 ms) completing fan-in to

have mean 12.39 ms (std: 1.27 ms), truncating fan-out to have mean 12.95 ms (std: 3.14 ms), and
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completing fan-out to have mean: 12.65 ms (std: 3.56 ms). Hitting times differed significantly

between sustained and the small subset of truncated runs that entered this region of propensity (p

≤ 2.70 ⋅ 10−6, n = 227) (Fig 8D).

2.11 Effects of connectivity weights

We hypothesized that the cycling between clustering propensities was necessary for sustained

asynchronous activity due to the weak strength of the majority of individual synapses. Fan-in

clustering has the highest probability of remaining in the state of fan-in clustering in the next

time point which hints at the greater need for integration. But once integration is sufficient, the

motif changes. For our model and for most of the synapses in neocortex, convergence of spikes

from multiple sources must occur in order to evoke spikes in a receiving neuron (Chambers &

MacLean 2016). Consequently we expected that as connection weights increased, the cycling

between population-wide isomorphic motifs would lessen.

To test this, we strengthened all synaptic weights in the networks that previously scored well

from 1.0x to 2.0x original values in increments of 0.1. Simulations were then re-run on these

strengthened networks using the same stimulus and initial conditions. At 1.6 times the original

weights, networks consistently displayed bursting activity. Consequently we restricted our

analysis to networks with weights increased 1.5 times. All runs on these networks reached

completion.

Increasing weights led to a decrease in all triangle motif propensities (Fig 9B), and also led to

differences in the Markov characterization (Fig 9H). Motif state probabilities differed
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Figure 1.9: Networks with increased weights
Networks have the same structure as those seen in Figs 4 and 5, but all edge weights have been increased
by 1.5 times their original values.
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A. Left, density (ratio of existing to possible connections) for synaptic, functional, and recruitment
graphs. Right, reciprocity (ratio of reciprocal to all existing connections) for synaptic, functional,
and recruitment graphs.

B. Clustering propensity for isomorphic triangle motifs on increased-weight-graph simulations. The
y-axis is scaled to match that of Fig 7A (clustering propensities on original graphs) and Fig 10B
(clustering propensities on unclustered ER graphs).

C. Probabilities of dominance of each triangle motif. The dominant motif at a time point is given by
the maximum of mean middleman, mean fan-in, and mean fan-out across units.

D. Second order motif state probabilities for progression of temporal recruitment graphs.
E. Probabilities for each motif to follow a given second order motif.
F. Hitting times for each state for the Markov process defined by motif transition probabilities.
G. Trajectories of all complete runs on a sample network in 3-dimensional isomorphic motif space.

In blue are the runs on the network with its original weights, in orange are the runs on the same
network with weights increased.

H. Markov Matrix for transition probabilities between motifs.

significantly between sustained runs on the original graphs and those on graphs with increased

weights (p ≤ 0.00032, n = 296) (Fig 9C). Second-order state probabilities, state conditional

probabilities, hitting times, and state transition probabilities all differed significantly as well (p <

0.01, p < 0.05, p < 0.005, p < 0.001, Fig 9D, 9E, 9F and 9H) (p ≤ 0.0065, n = 296, p ≤ .015, n =

267, p ≤ 0.0014, n = 267, p ≤ 0.011, n = 296 respectively), demonstrating the interaction of

synaptic strength on the necessity of this regime (Fig 9). However the trend remained and in all

sustained runs a low variance transition from motif to motif occurred.

2.12 The dynamical motif solution is arrived at regardless of synaptic connectivity statistics

The networks on which we performed all our analyses have excitatory clusters of units. To test

whether our results, including the motif cycling phenomenon, are dependent on this structure, we

next examined non-clustered Erdős-Renyi (ER) graphs with pi→e = 0.25 and pe→i = 0.35. ER

graphs had the same pe→e and pi→i values as the clustered networks. We found that transitions

between motif types were also present in the activity of sustained runs on ER networks (Fig 10).
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The relative increase in clustering in ER graphs when comparing synaptic to recruitment graphs

is substantially greater than seen in our graphs with excitatory synaptic clusters. In the synaptic

Figure 1.10: Unclustered (Erdős-Renyi) networks.
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A. Left, density (ratio of existing to possible connections) for synaptic, functional, and recruitment
ER graphs. Right, reciprocity (ratio of reciprocal to all existing connections) for synaptic,
functional, and recruitment ER graphs.

B. Clustering propensity for isomorphic triangle motifs on ER graph simulations. The y-axis is
scaled to match that of Fig 7A (clustering propensities on original graphs) and Fig 9B (clustering
propensities on graphs with 1.5 times increased weights).

C. Probabilities of dominance of each triangle motif. The dominant motif at a time point is given by
the maximum of mean middleman, mean fan-in, and mean fan-out across units.

D. Second order motif state probabilities for progression of temporal recruitment graphs.
E. Probabilities for each motif to follow a given second order motif.
F. Hitting times for each state for the Markov process defined by motif transition probabilities.
G. Trajectories of all runs on a sample ER network in 3-dimensional isomorphic motif space. All

runs reached completion.
H. Markov Matrix for transition probabilities between motifs.

networks, triplet clustering coefficients average 0.11. However, this value increased to 0.20,

0.09, and 0.15 for fan-in, fan-out, and middleman motifs in the recruitment graphs. The

propensity values for all isomorphic motifs were consistently lower than those in 1.5x networks,

as well as original networks, with means centered at 1.25 (Fig 10B). We find that unclustered

graphs and clustered graphs differ significantly in first and second-order state probabilities, state

conditional probabilities, hitting times, and state transition probabilities (Fig 10C, 10D, 10E, 10F

and 10H) (p ≤ 5.1 ⋅ 10−12, n = 111, p ≤ 0.00021, n = 111, p ≤ 0.00017, n = 106, p ≤ 1.1 ⋅ 10−7, n

= 106, p ≤ 6.2⋅10−8, n = 111 respectively). As in the case with the increased weights however the

qualitative cycling of motifs was present in sustained runs.

3 DISCUSSION

This work demonstrates that higher-order structure is crucial for sustained low-rate and

asynchronous spiking in recurrent networks such as neocortex. Within the range of dynamics

surveyed, we found that rate, criticality, and synchrony overlapped substantially between

sustained and truncated runs, although high firing rates corresponded with short run times
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consistent with previous work (Vogels & Abbott 2005). Thus first order statistics did not cleanly

partition the stability of asynchronous spiking in our models. Our subsequent analyses of higher

order structure revealed that there are many ways for network activity to ‘fail’ and only one

specific way to ‘succeed’. To succeed, spikes must traverse the synaptic network in a coordinated

way, cycling iteratively between the global dominance of three triplet motifs. The transitions

between fan-in, middleman, and fan-out motifs reveal the necessity of balance between

distribution of output and convergence of input. The presence of these motifs in the recruitment

graphs demonstrates the functional routing of activity through synaptic connections. When

synapses become stronger and more reliable, overall triplet clustering decreases while the

reliability of their transitions remains, demonstrating that these motifs tightly control synaptic

cooperativity. Their presence is able to compensate for a prevalence of weak synaptic

connections and to maintain the asynchronous spiking regime. Higher order motifs in the

recruitment network thus provide a direct link between asynchronous spiking and the stability of

activity in that network.

Our study exclusively examined networks which produced low-rate, critical, and asynchronous

spiking, consistent with activity recorded in awake state in neocortex. As such, the cyclic motif

transitions which support stability in this regime may not generalize to regimes with bursting or

synchronous activity. The dynamical features of neocortex are undoubtedly interrelated with the

stability of those dynamics. However, given the prevalence of this spiking regime, our results

provide an explanation for the prominence of higher order motifs in real data. Elevated motif

counts have been observed in synaptic connectivity and in recordings of clustered activity in vivo

(Perin et al. 2011; Song et al. 2005; Litwin-Kumar & Doiron 2012; Sadovsky & MacLean 2014;
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Rothschild et al. 2010; Pajevic & Plenz 2009; Orlandi et al. 2013; Shimono & Beggs 2015;

Nigam et al. 2016; Dechery & MacLean 2018). Through mechanisms of learning in neocortex

such as STDP, functional patterns may be further strengthened to enhance integration in cortex.

We wish to draw attention to the fact that our study focused on the whole-network scale.

Individual units spiked only sparsely, making it difficult to continuously track single-unit motifs

across small epochs of time since interspike intervals were generally larger than the intervals we

analyzed. Regardless, functional networks summarizing long recordings from neocortex also

report the prevalence of these motifs, albeit without this dynamic component. The models we

used were constructed to simulate neocortex. The network structures we employed closely match

experimental observations (Perin et al. 2011; Song et al. 2005) and the model units capture many

of the statistics of neocortical neurons (Zylberberg et al. 2017). Our results provide, first and

foremost, an account of at least one of the roles of beyond-pairwise interactions in the brain. Yet

the behavior of these models may reflect necessary features of weakly-connected networks in

which integration from multiple sources is necessary for the system to succeed. In such systems

it is likely that stability relies on higher-order patterns. For example, the spread of rumours in a

social network relies on integrating interactions. Social networks are small-world networks

characterized by clusters, a feature which is present in our model as well as many other systems

(Barzel & Barabasi 2013; Milgram 1967). The “illusion-of-truth” effect in rumour spreading on a

social network has the integrate-and-fire property, where an individual may need to hear a

rumour from multiple sources before they reach a confidence threshold to repeat it to others

(Moons et al. 2009).
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The necessity of higher-order patterns for stable asynchronous activity has strong implications

for neural coding. Previous work has already demonstrated that correlations enhance coding,

with triplet correlations having an advantage over pairwise, as well as the limited role of motifs

larger than three nodes (Zylberberg et al. 2017; Shimono & Beggs 2015; Dechery & MacLean

2018; Cayco-Gajic et al. 2015; Shi et al. 2015; Shahidi et al. 2019; Hu et al. 2018; Hu et al.

2013; Ocker et al. 2017; Curto et al. 2019). The neural code must rest upon a foundation of the

maintenance of spiking, which we have shown in turn rests on higher-order motifs and

coordinated synaptic integration in the awake dynamical state. Any two spikes must take place

within some time interval for them to interact. The asynchronous and critical regime observed in

vivo and in our models pushes the limits on what constitutes a cooperative event. In our model,

the precise conditions for integration are dictated by the time constants we chose, while in

neocortex the same time constants may vary and span some range. Neuromodulation, cognitive

state, and a variety of other factors all dictate the requirements which need to be met for

integration. Local connectivity certainly plays a large role as well. Consequently, the role of

higher order interactions in coding and in coordinating synaptic integration may vary by brain

region and state.

4 METHODS

4.1 Network structure

Our graphs are recurrent and sparsely connected networks of several thousand adaptive

exponential leaky integrate-and-fire (AdEx) units with an extra poisson input term (Brette &

Gerstner 2005). Synapses between all units are conductance-based. This enhances realism by
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taking neuron-specific state features into account during synaptic integration (Brette & Gerstner

2005). Specifically we define our neuron Voltage, V, as
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A spike was said to occur if V > Vt, after which V was set to EL, w was incremented by b and ge

and gi were incremented by synapse weight if downstream of the spiking neuron.

For information on parameters, see S1 Table. Each network is comprised of 1000 inhibitory and

4000 excitatory units. Precise wiring probabilities between excitatory and inhibitory populations

were determined through grid search within biological constraints.

Network synaptic connectivity is heterogeneously clustered (Litwin-Kumar & Doiron 2012). For

each network we defined 50 total clusters, with each excitatory unit randomly assigned to two

clusters. Clusters thus vary in size and follow a binomial distribution. The wiring probability
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between two units within the same cluster is twice that of units in different clusters. Network

cluster sizes range from 111 to 207 excitatory units (mean = 158.40, std = 12.27). Inhibitory units

are not clustered; their wiring probability is uniform across the graph.

Edge weights follow a heavy-tailed distribution (Fig 1B). Edge weights that originate from

inhibitory units have conductances which are ten times greater than those which originate from

excitatory units, in accordance with experimental results (Vogels & Abbott 2005).

4.2 Network simulation

Each simulation was recorded at 0.1-ms temporal resolution. A trial began with 30 ms of Poisson

input stimulus onto 500 randomly chosen units. After 30 ms the stimulus would cease and

activity would propagate naturally through the network. The simulation would continue for as

long as spiking activity is sustained, up to a maximum of 1 second. If during a simulation no

spikes occur across the network for 100 ms, the network is deemed inactive and the simulation

trial is halted. We found that all network simulations which reached 1 second were also able to

sustain activity up to 10 seconds. We therefore chose one second as the marker for a network’s

ability to sustain activity indefinitely, and as the definition of a successful run. Upon completion

each simulation yields an output raster of spike times for every unit in the network. The Poisson

input train, input units, network topology, and initial conditions of all units were recorded for

each simulation. This enabled subsequent analyses and also allowed for re-use of a synaptic

graph or re-instantiation of a simulation using some of the original settings while varying others.

4.3 Parameterization
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Our models are constructed to parallel the features of biological neural networks, but are also

constrained by considerations of computing resources. In a study which modeled cortex with

high biophysical and anatomical detail, simplifying the neuron model did not lead to drastic

differences in the network’s behavior from the detailed model or from in vivo results. Most

qualities remained unchanged, suggesting that in many cases extremely granular models are not

necessary to yield experimental insights (Brette & Gerstner 2005). Instead, the most important

feature for retaining qualitative correspondence are the rules of synaptic connectivity. Therefore

we required our models’ connectivity parameters to closely match those of biological neural

networks.

The probabilities of wiring between excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I) populations in our models

were taken directly from or bounded by the results of biological experiments. The wiring

probabilities from E to other E units and from I to other I units in neocortex are well-studied, but

there is less data on connections from E to I and from I to E. We therefore used an algorithmic

approach to find the optimal values. Beginning within a biological range, we used grid search to

find values of pe→i and pi→e that led to successful maintenance of activity at the lowest possible

rates. We used these optimal wiring rules to construct all synaptic graphs in this study.

Two iterations of grid search were used to find the wiring parameters needed to maintain

naturalistic spiking for the duration of a simulation (Fig 2A). We searched for the optimal

probability of connection from excitatory to inhibitory units, pe→i, and the optimal probability of

connection from inhibitory to excitatory units, pi→e, such that networks would sustain activity at

the lowest possible rates. In the first iteration, we used a low resolution grid (space size 0.001) to
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search for pe→i within the range 0.16 to 0.24 and pi→e within the range 0.29 to 0.37. These two

ranges were taken from known wiring probabilities in neocortex. Each grid space was visited ten

times to achieve an average measure of rate and completion. This isolated a region of interest

where the rate was lowest, between pe→i values of 0.210 and 0.230, and between pi→e values of

0.300 and 0.320. We used a higher resolution grid (space size 0.0001) to explore this region.

For all subsequent simulations we used the best results obtained from grid search. The optimal

probability of wiring for excitatory to inhibitory units, pe→i, was found to be 0.22, and the

optimal value for pi→e was 0.31. The values for pe→e and pi→i were taken from known wiring

probabilities in neocortex, and were 0.20 and 0.30 respectively (Chambers & MacLean 2016).

Based on these wiring rules, we constructed synaptic graphs of networks for simulations. Each

synaptic graph is a matrix W where the value in wij denotes the weight of the directed connection

from unit i to unit j.

4.4 Scores

To evaluate the biological realism of constructed networks, we computed several measures of

network activity for both excitatory and inhibitory subpopulations. All measures were calculated

based on spiking activity between 30ms after trial start and 50ms prior to trial truncation.

Networks were evaluated on rate, defined as average spike frequency over the course of each

trial. Networks were also evaluated on branching parameter as a measure of network criticality

(Beggs & Plenz 2003). A branching value of 1 indicates that for every ‘ancestor’ unit that is

active, there is an equal number of ‘descendant’ units active at the next time step. On average,

the number of units active over the course of a trial in a critical network stays constant.
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Branching was mathematically defined as:
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where σ is the branching parameter, d is the number of descendants, nmax is the maximum number

of active neurons, na is the number of ancestor neurons, nd is the number of descendant neurons,

nΣa|d is the number of ancestor neurons in all avalanche events that involved d descendants, and

nΣa is the total number of neurons involved in avalanches. The branching parameter describes the

network as a whole; it cannot be calculated for isolated units. For a given simulation, we

calculated network branching at discrete, sequential time steps throughout. We used the same

temporal resolution (5 ms) as used for determining the functional graph; all spikes at time t are

ancestors, and all spikes from t + 5 to t + 20 ms are descendants. We then averaged the network

branching parameter across all time steps to get the overall branching score for that simulation.

Networks were further evaluated on their level of asynchrony, since biological networks display

asynchronous activity. In order to evaluate asynchrony rapidly enough to make grid search

feasible, a heuristic for synchrony was computed as the variance of mean voltage normalized by

the mean variance of each neuron. An upper threshold of 0.5 was considered appropriate for

network asynchrony. The threshold was evaluated empirically by examining a population of

inhomogeneous Poisson neurons with underlying Gaussian firing rates where covariance across

the underlying Gaussian processes was the varied parameter. The Van Rossum spike distance

(van Rossum 2001) was used as the measure of asynchrony for all analyses outside of initial grid

search. The Van Rossum spike distance was calculated as follows: each spike train was
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convolved with an exponential kernel with time constant τ = 10 ms, we then took the distance to

be the mean L2 norm between the resulting traces normalized by .1
τ

4.5 Triplet motifs

The clustering coefficients for the four triplet motifs are calculated in the following manner

(Fagiolo 2007).

Let ti denote the actual number of triplets of a motif type in the neighborhood of unit i, and Ti

denote the maximum number of such triplets that unit i could form. We will build intuition by

beginning with the case of a binary directed graph, or an unweighted connectivity matrix. Let A

represent this graph, with aij = 1 indicating the presence of a directed connection from node i to

node j. Raising the matrix A to the nth power yields the number of paths of length n between

nodes i and j.

Let us first consider the cycle motif; in order for unit i to participate in a cycle, it must have an

edge directed to a second unit, that second unit must have an edge directed to a third unit, and

that third unit must have an edge pointing back to unit i. The path length is 3, and it both begins

and ends at unit i. Thus we calculate A3 and extract the values along the diagonal, or . This𝐴
𝑖𝑖
3

gives the number of actual cycle motifs unit i forms.

Counts of the three isomorphic motifs are calculated in a similar way, but they require the

additional involvement of AT. Taking the transpose of graph A reverses the directionality, so that

connections from i to j are now those from j to i. We would like to trace a path of length 3 from i
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back to i to form an isomorphic triangle, but exactly one of the steps must be against the true

direction of that edge (Fig 5). Beginning with a middleman reference node, the first step is ‘with

the flow’, the second step is invariably ‘against the flow’, and the final step back to i is again

‘with the flow’. Therefore gives the number of actual middleman motifs unit i forms.𝐴𝐴𝑇𝐴
𝑖𝑖

Since fan-in and fan-out motifs are isomorphic to middleman by rotation, we simply rotate which

step is ‘against the flow’ to yield the count of fan-in and fan-out motifs. The number of actual

fan-in motifs unit i forms is , and the number of fan-out motifs is .𝐴𝑇𝐴
𝑖𝑖
2 𝐴2𝐴

𝑖𝑖
𝑇

Now that we can calculate the actual counts, the possible counts of each motif Ti are easily

intuited as a combinatorics problem. Let us begin again with the cycle motif. To form a cycle,

node i requires one edge directed towards it and one edge directed away from it. The number of

possible pairs of in and out edges from node i is calculated by multiplying the out-degree of node

i with the in-degree of node i. In-degree and out-degree refer simply to the number of edges that

are directed in or out of a given node. Some edges may be bidirectional—these cannot be part of

a true cycle motif. The number of bidirectional edges is subtracted from the product of in- and

out-degrees. The final Ti for the cycle motif is

𝑇
𝑖

= 𝑑
𝑖
𝑖𝑛𝑑

𝑖
𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑑

𝑖
↔

The Ti for middleman is in fact equal to that for cycle, since forming a middleman has the same

requirements—one edge directed inward paired with one edge directed outward.
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A fan-in motif requires two edges directed in towards the reference node. There are number𝑑
𝑖
𝑖𝑛

of choices for the first inward edge. Once that choice has been made, there are choices𝑑
𝑖
𝑖𝑛 − 1

remaining for the second inward edge. Thus we multiply the two to yield Ti for the fan-in motif.

𝑇
𝑖

= 𝑑
𝑖
𝑖𝑛(𝑑

𝑖
𝑖𝑛 − 1)

Fan-out is similar—we simply substitute in-degrees with out-degrees since a fan-out motif

requires two edges directed out from the reference node. Ti for the fan-out motif is thus

𝑇
𝑖

= 𝑑
𝑖
𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑑

𝑖
𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 1)

Now that we have both the actual and possible counts for each motif type, the triplet clustering

coefficients of node i are simply their ratios. That is,

𝐶
𝑖
* =

𝑡
𝑖
*

𝑇
𝑖
*

If we were interested in binary graphs, we would end here. However, our graphs of interest have

weights associated with each directed edge. There are multiple ways to account for edge weights

when calculating clustering coefficients. One way is to consider only the weights of the two

edges that are incident to reference node i. Alternatively, the weights of all three edges in a triplet

can be taken into consideration. The latter is the chosen method, since we desire a measure of

central tendency. The total contribution of a triplet to the clustering coefficient is thus the

geometric mean of its weights.
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Let W denote our weighted directed graph. For a triplet in this graph with edge weights wij, wih,

and wjh, the geometric mean is . We can extend this to the entire graph by,(𝑤
𝑖𝑗

· 𝑤
𝑖ℎ

· 𝑤
𝑗ℎ

)
1
3

Instead of using a binary graph as matrix A in the calculation of ti, using , which is the𝐴 = 𝑊
1
3

matrix that results from taking the cubic root of every entry in W. We also note that this

formulation is invariant to the choice of reference node in a triplet. Incorporating weights only

modifies the value of ti. It remains a measure of the actual triplets present—instead of counts it is

now a weighted measure. The denominator Ti still refers to maximum possible counts. It follows

that the clustering coefficient for node i can only be 1 (maximum) when its neighborhood truly

contains all triplets that could possibly be formed and every edge in each triplet is at unit

(maximum) weight. The complete clustering coefficient formulas of weighted directed graphs

are given in Fig 5.

4.6 Active subgraphs

For any small span of time in a trial, only a subset of all units in the graph will be active. The

subset of units which spike in some defined time window form the active subgraph for that time

window. We binned spikes into a temporal resolution of 10 ms, so that each complete 1-second

simulation resulted in 99 time bins. For each time bin t we defined an active subgraph. If a unit

spiked within time bin t, that unit will be part of the active subgraph for time bin t. All units

which did not spike within that particular time bin are not included in that particular active

subgraph. Since there are 99 time bins for a complete 1-second simulation, there are also 99

active subgraphs in sequence. Edge weights between units in an active subgraph are equal to

those from the corresponding edges (between active units) in the ground truth synaptic graph.
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4.7 Functional subgraphs

We calculated motifs in the underlying synaptic graphs and found that all four clustering

coefficients were equivalent when averaged across each graph, as expected.

To apply motif analysis to activity, we needed to infer functional graphs from spiking activity to

summarize network dynamics. Directed edge weights in a functional graph represent the

likelihood of a functional relationship in the activity between every pair of units.

We used mutual information (MI) to infer functional graphs from all spikes across the course of a

trial, regardless of the trial’s duration (complete or truncated). This results in a single functional

graph for each trial. We chose to perform functional inference using the full spike set because

this yields functional graphs with higher fidelity and greater sparsity.

The MI method we used is the confluent mutual information between spikes. At a conceptual

level, an edge inferred from unit i to unit j using confluent MI means that unit j tends to spike

either in the same time bin or one time bin after unit i spikes. Since spikes are binned at 10ms

resolution, this method encompasses a delay of 0 to 20 ms. This delay is appropriate because we

found that presynaptic spikes yielded a maximal response from all postsynaptic neurons at a

delay of 5 to 20 ms.

Mathematically, we defined an indicator function on the spike train of neuron j, s(j) evaluating to

1 in the case where there is a spike at time t or t + 1, an indicator function on the spike train of

neuron i, t(j), evaluating to 1 in the case where there is a spike at time t, and considered the
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mutual information between them. The resulting networks were further processed by removing

weights corresponding to neurons with negative pairwise correlations. Networks were then

re-expressed to minimize skewness, and background signals were removed by accounting for

background signal and considering weights as the residual resulting from linear regression on

background strength. Finally we considered the z-normalized residual graph to account for

heteroskedasticity (Chambers et al. 2018). This yields weighted values, for which we establish 0

as a threshold. All positive normed residual MI values are included in the full functional graph.

4.8 Recruitment graphs

The recruitment graph represents both the activity and the underlying connections of a network.

A recruitment graph is defined separately for each 10 ms time bin of a given trial, thus yielding a

temporal sequence of graphs. Each graph is calculated as the intersection of the functional graph,

which is unique to every trial, and the active subgraph, which is unique to every 10 ms time bin.

All edges in the recruitment graph come from underlying synaptic wiring, contained in the active

subgraph, while edge weight values come from the inferred functional graph. In other words, for

all edges i → j where wfunctional,ij > 0 in the confluent MI functional graph and wsynaptic,ij > 0 in the

active subgraph of time bin t, the edge in the recruitment graph for time bin t takes on the value

of wfunctional,ij. All other recruitment graph edges have value 0.

Just like the sequence of active subgraphs, there are 99 sequential recruitment graphs at 10 ms

temporal resolution for every complete 1-second simulation trial. Triplet clustering coefficients

were calculated for every unit on each 10 ms recruitment graph, then averaged across the
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population to yield the whole-network clustering coefficients for that 10 ms time window. These

methods allow us to observe how motif clustering changes in the recruitment graphs across time.

4.9 Clustering propensity

Networks may have very different connection densities, which would impact motif clustering

coefficients. This is especially true as the active subnetwork changes in time, and for ER

networks in comparison to clustered model graphs. We therefore used weighted and unweighted

clustering propensity which enables meaningful comparisons between networks with different

connection densities.

Our measure of weighted propensity begins with calculating the triplet motif clustering

coefficients for each unit in the recruitment graph of every time bin. Then, for each time bin t we

generate ten simulated graphs. These graphs have the same edges as the original recruitment

graph at time t, with edge weights randomly sampled from the underlying distribution of

functional edge weights. Motif clustering coefficients are calculated for units in each of the

simulated graphs, then averaged for each unit and each motif type. The clustering coefficients of

the units in the original graph at time t are normalized by the average of the ten simulated

graphs’ clustering coefficients, yielding the unit-wise clustering propensity at time t for each

triplet motif. We used these values to perform all unit-wise motif analysis. In order to examine

motifs at a whole-network level, for each motif type at time t we average across all units with

nonzero clustering propensity values for that motif type.
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Unweighted propensity is calculated similarly, considering the functional networks’ unweighted

directed clustering to that expected in both an ER graph as well as a small world graph. Thus, in

addition to controlling for density, weighted propensity also measures the extent to which the

specific edge weights in the recruitment graph impact triplet motif clustering, while unweighted

propensity measures the same for specific structure of the recruitment graph. A weighted

propensity of 1 indicates that specific edge weights play a negligible role in clustering, since

random edge weights would still yield the same clustering coefficients, while an unweighted

propensity of 1 indicates that the specific structure of the network is not important for clustering.

4.10 Erdős-Renyi graph simulations

Unclustered ER Graph simulations were performed using networks consisting of 1000 excitatory

neurons, 200 inhibitory neurons and 50 Poisson input neurons. These populations were

connected with pe→e = 0.2, pi→i = 0.3, pi→e = 0.25 and pe→i = 0.35. Synaptic weights relative to

leak conductance were drawn from a log normal distribution (mean = 0.60, variance = 0.11),

with i to e connections scaled up 50% (Chambers & MacLean 2016).

4.11 Overlap index

Overlap Index was used to measure the degree of overlap between two probability distributions.

It is defined as , where i is histogram bin index. If two distributions do not𝑂 =
𝑖

∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑝
𝑖1

, 𝑝
𝑖2

overlap at all they will have an overlap index of 0, if they are identical they will have an overlap

index of 1.

4.12 Probability vectors
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To quantify the cyclic transitions between relative prominence of motifs over time, we examined

the dominant motif of the network for a given recruitment graph. We define the dominant motif

of a graph as the maximum of the demeaned propensities for middleman, fan-in, and fan-out. We

consider the demeaned values of each motif in order to account for the different relative

magnitudes of motifs without affecting scaling in the cycle structure. Examining first order

probabilities, which is the probability of a motif dominating a recruitment graph in a given run,

on the time series of recruitment graphs from sustained and truncated runs shows that there is a

significant difference between the distributions defining these values across each type of run.

To further characterize the transitions between different dominant motifs we fit a Markov model

to the series of dominant motifs across recruitment graphs in both truncated and sustained

networks. We again find a significant difference (p < 1⋅10−15, n = 884 for all Markov

parameters). This all suggests that the failure to propagate found in some networks is tied to the

inability to recruit the cyclic structure that we find to be a hallmark of sustained activity.

4.13 Statistical testing: Two-sample chi squared test

P values for comparisons between distributions of different types of network activity were done

by two sample chi square test.
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Table S1: Neuron parameters
Parameters used for simulation of adaptive exponential integrate and fire neurons.
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CHAPTER 2

Emergence of cross-tuned inhibition promotes task solution in trained spiking neural

network models

This work will be published as a preprint in Summer 2023: Zhu, Y., Smith, C. M. B., Tang, M.,
Scherr, F., MacLean, J. N. (2023). Emergence of cross-tuned inhibition promotes task solution in
trained spiking neural network models. BioRxiv.

ABSTRACT

Neocortex is composed of spiking neuronal units interconnected in a sparse, recurrent network.

Spiking activity in such a network of neurons transforms sensory inputs to appropriate

behavioral outputs. In this study, we use biologically realistic, task-optimized spiking neural

network (SNN) models to evaluate how recurrent networks of spiking units change to achieve

task computations. Networks are composed of excitatory and inhibitory units randomly

interconnected with likelihoods and strengths matched to mouse neocortex. We employ a task

that requires a binary report of moving visual stimuli, analogous to tasks that mice perform. We

find that, through training, SNNs selectively adjust firing rates in response to the stimulus input,

and that excitatory and inhibitory connectivity between input and recurrent layers change in

accordance with rate modulation. Input channels that exhibit bias to one specific input developed

stronger connections to recurrent excitatory units during training, while channels that exhibit bias

to the other input developed stronger connections to inhibitory units. Furthermore, recurrent

inhibitory units which were tuned to one input strengthened their connections to recurrent units

of the opposite tuning. The convergence of trained network models on the specific pattern of

cross-tuned inhibition highlights the significance of interneurons and their connectivity pattern in

local circuit computations within neocortex. Overall, by combining realistic network features and

optimizing models on ethologically meaningful tasks, our approach aims to bridge the gap
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between neural network models and the neocortex, strengthening existing theories and revealing

new ones on cortical behavior.

1 INTRODUCTION

Neocortex is a network of spiking neurons. These networks perform computations which are

ultimately responsible for purposeful animal behavior. While definitions of “computation” vary,

ranging from precise information calculation to metaphor, one way to study it is as the input /

output transformation which underlies the generation of behaviors appropriate to sensory inputs.

Through the use of task optimized spiking neural network (SNN) models, we investigated how

networks of neurons in neocortex execute computations, and how these networks differ from

networks that are not performing computations.

SNN models have been used to enrich our understanding of synaptic and cellular mechanisms

that underlie neocortical activity in the absence of explicit computations. In particular, they have

yielded mechanistic insights into structure-function relationships in spiking networks.

Theoretical work has also produced compelling theories as to the relationships between

neocortical structure, dynamics, and computation as proxied through measures such as

information capacity (e.g. in Brunel 2016), dynamic range (e.g. in Shew et al. 2009), information

transmission (e.g. in Mejias & Longtin 2012), and decodability (e.g. in Cohen et al. 2020). For

example, asynchronous spiking activity, which is observed in neocortex, has been shown to

enhance coding capacity (Kohn et al 2016; Lankarany & Prescott 2015). Recent advances in

machine learning using spiking units (Lee et al. 2016; Huh & Sejnowski 2018; Bellec et al. 2020;
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Zenke & Vogels 2021) have opened the possibility for neuroscientists to apply the same

mechanism-uncovering approaches to task-optimized SNNs.

Trained SNNs enable expansive fidelity between model and biology, as they use spike-based

computations and learning rules (Brette 2015; Verzi et al. 2018) and can capture biological

network nonlinearities (Brette & Gerstner 2005). Spikes are a hallmark of neurons within

nervous systems, and are potentially crucial in neocortical information processing. The relative

timing of spikes has been demonstrated to carry information about stimulus features in neocortex

(deCharms & Merzenich 1996). The discrete and sparse nature of spikes can help mitigate the

impact of noisy inputs or other fluctuations (Calaim et al. 2022), especially when neuronal units

themselves are also leaky (Sharmin et al. 2020). This makes SNNs especially suitable for

modeling neural systems operating under realistic, noisy conditions. Individual spikes also have

genuine efficacy, as they are used by animals to drive their own behaviors. The earliest

stimulus-evoked spikes in mouse V1 are preferentially weighted for guiding behavior

(Day-Cooney et al. 2021), and mice are capable of performing a visual discrimination task within

a narrow time window during which the majority of V1 neurons involved in the task fire either

one or no spikes (Resulaj et al. 2018).

Guided by experimental observations, we built biologically realistic SNNs with realistic

structural and dynamic features and trained them to perform a task that mice are capable of.

SNNs were composed of distinct excitatory and inhibitory adapting units that obeyed Dale’s law,

had sparse recurrent connections according to mouse visual cortical statistics (Billeh et al. 2020),

long-tailed weight distributions (Song et al. 2005), and low spike rates (Koulakov et al. 2009;
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Roxin et al. 2011). SNNs were trained with modified backpropagation through time (BPTT;

Bellec et al. 2020) to give a binary report in response to the coherence level (low or high) of

drifting dot videos.

Over the course of training, we found that networks solved the task by elevating firing rates in

response to one coherence level and suppressing firing rates to the other. Specific patterns of

connectivity emerged in support of this solution. In particular, recurrent units that have elevated

firing–or tuning–to one coherence level developed strong inhibitory connections to units of the

opposite coherence tuning. The emergence of this pattern of connectivity supports the theory that

intracortical inhibitory feedback defines excitatory selectivity in neocortex by refining thalamic

inputs (Carandini & Ringach 1997; Katzner et al. 2011), and points to the specific role of

parvalbumin-expressing (PV) interneurons. Experimental and theoretical results suggest that PV

neurons set the identity of the neuronal population associated with a given behavior by

suppressing other neurons not associated with the behavior (Morrison et al. 2016; Bos et al.

2020; Lagzi et al. 2021).

2 RESULTS

2.1 Building and training biologically realistic spiking neural network models

We constructed each recurrent spiking neural network (SNN) model with adaptive leaky

integrate and fire (ALIF) model neurons, or “units”. Units are connected to one another via

weighted, directed edges which simulate current-based synapses. Networks contained a total of

300 neuronal units; 240 were excitatory (e) and 60 were inhibitory (i), matching the 4:1 e:i ratio

observed in neocortex (Figure 1A).
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Models were initialized with additional neocortical structural properties. Initial excitatory

weights followed a long-tailed distribution (Song et al. 2005), where μ = −0.64 nA, σ = .51 nA,

corresponding to a mean

of 0.6005 nA and a

variance of 0.1071 nA

(Bojanek & Zhu et al.

2020) (Figure 1B).

Inhibitory weights

followed a similar

distribution, but with

weight values multiplied

by -10 (Litwin-Kumar &

Doiron 2012). A given

excitatory neuron could

only have positive

outgoing weights, and a given inhibitory neuron could only have negative outgoing weights.

Positivity and negativity of edges, i.e. the excitatory or inhibitory identity of each neuron, was

maintained during training consistent with Dale’s law.

All units were sparsely and recurrently connected; the precise probabilities of connection within

and between e and i populations are taken from mouse visual cortex (pe→e: 0.160, pe→i: 0.205,

pi→e: 0.252, pi→i: 0.284, Billeh et al. 2020; Jabri and MacLean 2022) (Figure 1A). Precise

connectivity of e and i populations was permitted to change during training. However, overall
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sparsity was maintained

according to the DEEP R

algorithm (Bellec et al. 2018),

details in Methods.

Models were trained on a

visual coherence change

detection task of moving dot

patterns, which mice are able

to learn (Douglas et al. 2006;

Kirkels et al. 2018; Marques

et al. 2018) (Figure 2A). The

SNN was presented with

spiking output from a model of

retina and thalamus (McIntosh

et al 2016; see below and

Methods) evoked by videos of

drifting dots moving in one of 4

global directions (0°, 90°, 180°,

270°) and at two coherence

levels (100% or 15%). Each trial had a total duration of 4080 ms. Half of all trials had a change

in coherence which occurred at a random time between 500 and 3500 ms within the trial. The

model is tasked to report the coherence level at all timepoints of the trial instantaneously as
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output (Figure 2B). The target output sequence is composed of 0’s and/or 1’s (Figure 3). The

numerical label assigned to each coherence level is randomly swapped in different experiments.

Figure 2.3: Example model activity
A. An example of a naive trial in which a coherence change occurred. All plots are displayed over

time (4080 ms trial duration) on the x-axis. The red vertical line shows the time of coherence
change. Top left: spikes from 16 input channels. Bottom left: model output for coherence level in
green; true target coherence level in violet. Top right: spikes from 240 excitatory units in the main
recurrent SNN. Bottom right: spikes from 60 inhibitory units in the main recurrent SNN.

B. Same as (A) for an example trained trial. Note the higher firing rates for the coherence level ‘1’
and lower rates for ‘0’, which we report on further in section 2.2 and summarize in Figure 6.
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To make input videos interpretable to the main

recurrent SNN, a 3D convolutional neural

network (CNN) model (McIntosh et al. 2016)

was used to turn videos into spike sequences

(Figure 3, Figure S1A). This CNN was

pre-trained to report the velocity (x,y) of global

motion in a combined dataset of drifting dot

videos and black-and-white natural motion

videos (see Methods, Figure S1A). The output

activations of the 16 units in the CNN’s

next-to-last layer are interpreted as firing rates,

from which Poisson spikes were newly

generated for each trial. These 16 units were

the SNN’s input channels.

The MSE between the model’s coherence

report and the target coherence label (‘0’ or

‘1’) is the task loss. To maintain naturalistic

spiking dynamics, a target spike rate was specified (20 Hz, or 0.020 spikes/ms), and the MSE

between the recurrent SNN’s actual spike rate from the target rate could be added to the task loss

(Zhu et al. 2020). Networks were trained in three ways: to minimize task loss, to minimize rate

loss, and to minimize both task and rate loss (Figure 4). We report results primarily for the case
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of training on both task and rate loss; results from training on only rate and only task loss are

reported as controls / points of contrast.

Since networks were all initialized with the same protocol regardless of the class of loss

optimization, the naive starting losses across all training sessions (n = 69) were similar, with

naive task loss at 0.498 ± 0.073 and naive rate loss at 0.394 ± 0.080. Across all task-and-rate

training sessions (n = 20), models achieved 0.271 ± 0.127 task loss and 0.189 ± 0.174 rate loss

after training over 10,000 batch updates, or 100 epochs (Figure 4A). After training on task alone

(n = 16), models achieved 0.273 ± 0.021 task loss. After training on rate alone (n = 33), models

achieved 0.0007 ± 0.0002 rate loss. Thus training on rate alone leads to better rate performance

than when training to minimize both rate and task, but training on task alone does not lead to

better task performance than when training to minimize both rate and task loss.

Weights of all layers (input, main recurrent SNN, and output) were permitted to change during

each class of training. We used the Adam optimizer, which adapts the learning rate for every

variable over the course of training (details in Kingma & Ba 2015). SNNs were trained using

backpropagation-through-time (BPTT) with modifications for spiking (see Methods, Huh &

Sejnowski 2018; Bellec et al. 2020; Zenke & Vogels 2021).

SNN input and output layers were sparse and matched to the connectivity of the main recurrent

and output layers (Figure 5). We also specified that no recurrent units which received input could

directly project to output. We arrived at this set of constraints through the series of investigations

reported in section 2.6. By stipulating these architectural and training details, we ensured that
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weight changes which supported training preferentially took place in the recurrent SNN layer,

and thus the recurrent SNN layer would play the most important role in solving the task.

2.2 Models maintain a long-tailed weight distribution

Synaptic weights are long tailed in neocortex and are initialized as such in our models. This

distribution is not enforced during training, yet we observed that a long tailed distribution is

preserved following all varieties of training (Figure 1C). This result supports the hypothesis that

the long-tailed distribution of synaptic strengths observed in neocortex may be beneficial for

performing computations.

Figure 2.5: Weight changes over task-and-rate training
A. Trained weight distributions for the main recurrent SNN. Connections are separated by e→e,

e→i, i→e, and i→i type, and weights are pooled across all experiments. Naive recurrent weights
are shown in Figure 1B. Note that the long-tailed weight distribution is maintained through
training, but scaled roughly 10x.

B. Naive (top) and trained (bottom) input layer weights to main SNN excitatory units (blue) and
inhibitory units (orange), pooled across all experiments. Input weights were initialized with a
uniform distribution [0, 2] and developed skewness with a longer positive tail over the course of
training.

C. Same as (A) for the output layer; in blue are the weights from main SNN excitatory units and in
orange are the weights from inhibitory units. Output layer weights statistically did not change
over the course of training.
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After training on task and rate, weights in the recurrent layer became approximately 10x stronger

overall (Figure 5A). Separating the recurrent network by excitatory and inhibitory units, weights

change as follows: e→e: 0.001 ± 0.026 naive to 0.113 ± 0.358 trained; e→i: 0.012 ± 0.028 naive

to 0.081 ± 0.341 trained; i→e: -0.150 ± 0.307 naive to -0.790 ± 2.131 trained; i→i: -0.169 ±

0.318 naive to -0.768 ± 2.078 trained; p ≈ 0.0 for all naive and trained recurrent weight

distributions. Weights in the input layer underwent moderate changes (in→e: 0.325 ± 0.574

naive to 0.432 ± 0.999 trained, p = 2.761 · 10-152; in→i 0.288 ± 0.549 to 0.346 ± 0.945 trained, p

= 7.923 · 10-24) (Figure 5B). Weights in the output layer showed the least difference between

naive and trained states; outputs from inhibitory units to outputs do not change at all over

training (e→out: 0.010 ± 0.027 naive to 0.006 ± 0.023 trained, p = 6.268 · 10-15; i→out: -0.148 ±

0.302 naive to -0.145 ± 0.298 trained, p = 1.0) (Figure 5C). Weight changes for rate-only-training

and task-only-training are similar to the above and are reported in Methods.

We investigated whether the edges which began with the strongest naive weights were also the

edges with the strongest trained weights. We identified the recurrent edges which had the top

decile of starting absolute weights and tracked them over the course of task-and-rate training.

After completing training, the percentage of those edges which still contained the top decile of

weights was only 3.909 ± 1.377% (compared to 100% if all edges beginning in the top decile

remained in the top decile). When we broadened to tracking the starting top quartile, after

training only 10.028 ± 2.857% of those edges remained in the top quartile. Therefore, starting

weights do not pre-determine final weights in the recurrent network.

2.3 Models modulate firing rates to solve the task
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We found that models increasingly modulated their firing rates according to the output label

associated with each coherence level over the course of training. Network models came to

increase firing rates in response to the coherence labeled ‘1’ and decreased firing rates to the

coherence labeled ‘0’ (Figure

3B; Figure 6). It did not matter

whether ‘1’ was attached to

low or high

coherence–networks trained

with swapped labels (when ‘1’

means 100% coherence vs

when ‘1’ means 15%

coherence) exhibited the same

behavior.

In the naive state across all

training sessions (n = 20),

excitatory units responded with 0.017 ± 0.013 spikes/ms to coherence ‘0’ and 0.016 ± 0.013

spikes/ms to coherence ‘1’, with p = 0.376 comparing responses to the two coherence level

labels (Figure 6A;B). Inhibitory units responded with 0.014 ± 0.011 spikes/ms to coherence ‘0’

and 0.013 ± 0.011 spikes/ms to coherence ‘1’, with p = 0.040 (Figure 6C;D). Thus in the naive

state, excitatory and inhibitory units responded similarly to both coherence levels.
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In the trained state (following 10,000 batch updates, or 100 epochs) across all sessions,

excitatory units responded with 0.011 ± 0.010 spikes/ms to coherence ‘0’ and 0.027 ± 0.016

spikes/ms to coherence ‘1’, p = 6.661 · 10-16 (Figure 6A;B). This demonstrates both a decrease

and increase in firing rates following training according to label, resulting in approximately a

2.5x increase in firing rates to the higher coherence label. Similarly, inhibitory units decreased

firing rates to 0.011 ± 0.006 spikes/ms to coherence ‘0’ and increased firing 0.014 ± 0.007

spikes/ms to coherence ‘1’, p = 1.147 · 10-13 following training (Figure 6C;D). We next

investigated how the models’ connectivity changed over the course of training in order to support

this reliable behavior and find that both the inputs and the recurrent layer of the SNN change

inhibitory connectivity to achieve task accuracy.

2.4 Input channels strengthen connections to excitatory or inhibitory recurrent units

according to their own tuning to coherence levels

Figure 2.7: Tuning of input channels
A. Violin plots of input channels’ firing rates in response to low (15%, left violins) and high (100%,

right violins) coherence input. (A) shows the 8 channels that have higher mean firing rates for low
coherence.

B. Same as (A) for the 8 channels that have higher mean firing rates for high coherence.
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All 16 input channels had different mean firing rates to one coherence level versus the other (all

p ≈ 0.0). However, the distance (absolute difference) between channels’ mean responses to one

coherence vs the other was small, measuring 0.021 spikes/ms on average. The difference

between mean rates (high coherence minus low coherence) are as follows for all 16 channels:

0.0163, 0.0002, 0.0192, 0.0874, -0.0176, -0.0163, -0.0063, -0.0170, 0.0284, 0.0033, 0.0180,

-0.0395, -0.0336, -0.0118, -0.0166, 0.0071 spikes/ms.

Notably half of all channels responded with elevated mean firing during periods of low

coherence (mean rate to low coherence: 0.181 ± 0.078 spikes/ms; rate to high coherence 0.162 ±

0.108 spikes/ms; p ≈ 0.0) (Figure 7A). The other half responded more to high coherence (mean

rate to low coherence: 0.178 ± 0.165 spikes/ms; rate to high coherence: 0.201 ± 0.160 spikes/ms;

p ≈ 0.0) (Figure 7B). We will refer to these as low-coherence-tuned and high-coherence-tuned

input channels respectively.

In response to high coherence input, input channels exhibited multimodal rate distributions.

However, in response to low coherence input, the input channels’ rate distributions were largely

unimodal. When we consider medians instead of means, 10 channels had greater median rates in

response to low coherence input, and 6 channels had greater median rates in response to high

coherence input. The average distance between all medians was 0.023 ± 0.029 spikes/ms. When

we consider modes, 5 channels had greater modes in response to low coherence input, and 6

channels had greater modes in response to high coherence input. 5 channels had the same modes

to both low and high coherence, further illustrating the similarity of input responses to the two

coherence levels. The average distance between all modes was 0.045 ± 0.048 spikes/ms. We
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chose to use the mean as the measure of central tendency to define tuning, as the majority of high

coherence rate distributions were trimodal, making the mean the best measure for comparison

across all distribution shapes.

Each input channel synapses onto subpopulations of units in the recurrent layer, including both

excitatory and inhibitory units. In the naive state, low-coherence-tuned input channels and

high-coherence-tuned input channels had similarly weighted connections onto both excitatory

(low-coherence-tuned: 0.198 ± 0.009; high-coherence-tuned: 0.204 ± 0.004) and inhibitory units

(low-coherence-tuned: 0.187 ± 0.010; high-coherence-tuned: 0.172 ± 0.011) in the recurrent

layer. Over the course of training, the two coherence-tuned input channel groups diverge in the

strength of their synapses onto excitatory and inhibitory recurrent units (Figure 8A). The

recurrent layer then amplifies this effect, as we report in a later section.

When low coherence is labeled as output ‘0’ and high coherence is labeled as output ‘1’ during

training, low-coherence-tuned input channels increase weights onto inhibitory units (0.249 ±

0.032) while decreasing weights onto excitatory units (0.212 ± 0.014). On the other hand,

high-coherence-tuned input channels develop stronger weights onto excitatory units (0.263 ±

0.027) and weaker weights to inhibitory units (0.135 ± 0.007). In this way, when a low coherence

input is presented, the network becomes inhibition dominated, leading to lower spike rates and a

report of the lower output value. Conversely when a high coherence input is presented, the

network becomes driven by excitation and reports the higher output value.

If the labels are swapped, the opposite changes in connectivity occurred. Low-coherence-tuned
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input channels developed stronger weights onto excitatory units and high-coherence-tuned input

channels developed stronger weights onto inhibitory units. Thus, over the course of training,

input channels that preferentially responded to a particular coherence level–regardless of the

magnitude of difference– became more strongly connected to either excitatory or inhibitory units

resulting in either high or low firing states to match the desired output label.

Figure 2.8: Selective strengthening of input layer weights according to tuning
A. Over the course of task-and-rate training, input channels tuned to coherence 1 develop stronger

connections to excitatory units (top), while input channels tuned to coherence 0 develop stronger
connections to inhibitory units (bottom).

B. This pattern is not observed during only rate training.

This result can be summarized as a ratio of 1-tuned input weights to 0-tuned input weights onto

inhibitory and excitatory SNN units. Again, 0-tuning can refer to either low or high

coherence-tuned; what is important is which particular coherence is given the ‘0’ label for that

experiment. For inhibitory units, this ratio begins at 0.921 in the naive state and becomes 0.543

after training. This means that through training inhibitory units receive approximately twice as

much input from 0-tuned input channels. For excitatory units, this ratio begins at 1.031 and

becomes 1.239 after training. Thus following training, excitatory units receive moderately more

input from 1-tuned input channels.
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In versions of the model trained only on rate, we do not observe this separation of input channels

onto excitatory or inhibitory recurrent populations (Figure 8B). For inhibitory units, the average

ratio of 1-tuned input weights / 0-tuned input weights begins at 0.970 and becomes 0.821. For

excitatory units this ratio begins at 1.010 and becomes 1.054. This is expected, as there is no

imperative to report ‘1’ or ‘0’ in response to any feature of the input in rate training.

The input layer is not the only part of the model that changes to enable rate modulation–the

recurrent layer itself plays a role in amplifying this behavior.

2.5 Recurrent inhibitory units strengthen connections to recurrent units of opposite tunings

Similar to input channels, recurrent units also demonstrated tuning to one or the other coherence

level. We defined the tuning of recurrent units as the coherence label to which units responded

with greater mean firing rates in the network’s final trained state.

In the task-and-rate-trained SNN, the majority of excitatory units respond with elevated mean

firing to the coherence level labeled as ‘1’ (193.8 ± 60.0 out of 240 total excitatory units). A

smaller proportion (27.1 ± 15.7 excitatory units) respond with elevated firing to the coherence

level labeled as ‘0’. Similar numbers of inhibitory units respond with elevated firing to

‘1’-labeled (21.6 ± 7.5 out of 60 total inhibitory units) as to ‘0’-labeled (21.3 ± 8.2 inhibitory

units) coherence input.

We plotted the mean weights within and between ‘0’- and ‘1’-tuned populations for e→e, e→i,

i→e, and i→i connections over the course of task-and-rate training (Figure 9). Again, these
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Figure 2.9: Selective strengthening of recurrent cross-tuning inhibition
A. Over the course of task-and-rate training, inhibitory recurrent units develop the strongest

connections to recurrent units of the opposite tuning (bottom two plots).
B. This pattern is not observed when models are trained on only rate.

populations are defined according to their tuning at the end of training, so plots track

retrospectively how these units’ weights evolved over training in conjunction with the emergence

of tuning. We found that differences arise in the connectivity between recurrent units according

to the units’ final coherence tuning. In particular, recurrent inhibitory units send the strongest

connections to units of the opposite tuning to themselves (Figure 9A).

Connectivity for excitatory units to other excitatory units is as follows: ‘0’-tuned to ‘0’-tuned:

0.021 ± 0.007 naive to 0.104 ± 0.052 trained; ‘1’-tuned to ‘1’-tuned: 0.025 ± 0.009 naive to

0.128 ± 0.011 trained; ‘0’-tuned to ‘1’-tuned: 0.024 ± 0.007 naive to 0.076 ± 0.015 trained;

‘1’-tuned to ‘0’-tuned: 0.022 ± 0.007 naive to 0.056 ± 0.013 trained. Over training, recurrent
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excitatory weights increase more within tuning (approximately 5x) than across tuning

(approximately 3x).

Connectivity for excitatory units to other inhibitory units is as follows: ‘0’-tuned to ‘0’-tuned:

0.030 ± 0.014 naive to 0.191 ± 0.046 trained; ‘1’-tuned to ‘1’-tuned: 0.027 ± 0.012 naive to

0.125 ± 0.020 trained; ‘0’-tuned to ‘1’-tuned: 0.025 ± 0.010 naive to 0.097 ± 0.033 trained;

‘1’-tuned to ‘0’-tuned: 0.024 ± 0.010 naive to 0.045 ± 0.004 trained. Once again, over training,

excitatory weights onto inhibitory units increase more within tuning (approximately 5x) than

across tuning (approximately 3x).

Connectivity for inhibitory units to excitatory units is as follows: ‘0’-tuned to ‘0’-tuned: -0.226 ±

0.075 naive to -0.523 ± 0.102 trained; ‘1’-tuned to ‘1’-tuned: -0.243 ± 0.090 naive to -0.605 ±

0.138 trained; ‘0’-tuned to ‘1’-tuned: -0.266 ± 0.100 naive to -0.939 ± 0.158 trained; ‘1’-tuned to

‘0’-tuned: -0.267 ± 0.118 naive to -0.978 ± 0.224 trained. In contrast to excitatory units, over

training, inhibitory weights onto excitatory units increase moderately within tuning

(approximately 2x) and increase more strongly across tuning (approximately 4x).

Connectivity for inhibitory units to other inhibitory units is as follows: ‘0’-tuned to ‘0’-tuned:

-0.233 ± 0.067 naive to -0.411 ± 0.149 trained; ‘1’-tuned to ‘1’-tuned: -0.235 ± 0.059 naive to

-0.519 ± 0.138 trained; ‘0’-tuned to ‘1’-tuned: -0.280 ± 0.106 naive to -0.855 ± 0.248 trained;

‘1’-tuned to ‘0’-tuned: -0.327 ± 0.135 naive to -1.097 ± 0.266 trained. Over training, inhibitory

units moderately increase weights to other inhibitory units of the same tuning (approximately 2x)
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and more strongly increase weights to other inhibitory units of the opposite tuning

(approximately 3x).

Thus, over the course of training, excitatory units focus on increasing weights to other units of

the same tuning, while inhibitory units focus on increasing weights to units of the opposite

tuning. Two-sample KS-testing confirms that the weight distributions are different for within-

and across-tuning excitatory connections (p = comparing e→e within- vs. across-tuning; p =

comparing e→i within- and across-tuning). This is also true for within- and across-tuning

inhibitory connections (p = 6.323 · 10-14 comparing i→i within- vs. across-tuning; p = 5.409 ·

10-11 comparing i→e within- vs. across-tuning).

This last result can be summarized as a ratio: mean inhibitory weight across-tuning / mean

inhibitory weight within-tuning. For naive networks, this ratio is 1.196. After training, this ratio

increases to 1.904. Inhibitory units in trained networks send connections that are approximately

twice as strong to opposite-tuned recurrent units compared to same-tuned recurrent units.

Because inhibitory weights are initialized to be 10x stronger than excitatory weights, over the

course of training they become proportionally stronger still. Through their strong cross-tuning

connectivity, inhibitory units enable the appropriate modulation of high and low recurrent firing

rates in response to ‘1’ and ‘0’ labeled coherences.

When networks are trained on rate alone, this pattern of stronger cross-tuning inhibition is not

observed (Figure 9B). The average ratio of inhibitory weights across-tuning / within-tuning is
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1.058 for naive networks and 1.006 for trained networks. A two-sample KS-test confirms that the

weight distributions are the same for within- and across-tuning inhibitory connections for

rate-trained models (p = 0.239 comparing i→i within- vs. across-tuning; p = 0.156 comparing

i→e within- vs. across-tuning).

2.6 When unconstrained, models find task solutions that bypass the recurrent SNN

Through stipulation of architectural and training details, such as not permitting recurrent units

that receive input to also project to output, we biased the weight changes which enabled training

to preferentially take place in the recurrent layer. This was desirable to us so that we could study

how a recurrent network of spiking units changes to yield computation. We arrived at our set of

constraints–which we used for all models described above–following the observation that, in the

absence of these constraints, models tended to bias most of their weight changes to occur in the

input and output layers.

We began with a version of the model in which only the main recurrent layer had neocortical

structural constraints. Input and output layers were not constrained upon initialization nor during

training. They were instead densely connected to the recurrent layer and initialized with uniform

weight distributions (see Methods). In this version of the model, output layer weights were

observed to change the most (0.112 ± 0.052 absolute mean difference between all naive and

trained weights), relative to input (0.005 ± 0.003) and recurrent (0.003 ± 0.002) weights during

training (n = 13 sessions) by approximately 22x and 37x respectively. We interpreted this to

mean that the recurrent dynamics corresponding to a particular coherence-level input became
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“mapped” by the output layer to the correct label over the course of training. There was less need

to alter those recurrent dynamics through updating recurrent or input layer weights.

With the goal of coaxing the recurrent SNN to be truly involved in solving the task, we sparsified

the output layer to match that of the main recurrent layer and maintained this sparsity over

training (n = 61 sessions). However, the model still utilized a strategy that bypassed the recurrent

layer.

Since there were no restrictions on direct connections from input-receiving units in the recurrent

layer to the output layer, the network made use of this shortest path to strongly route the input to

the output. Specifically, excitatory units in the recurrent layer which received the strongest sum

of input weights also sent the strongest sum of output weights (Figure 10A). Inhibitory units

exhibited a complementary pattern: those which received the weakest sum of input weights sent

the strongest inhibitory outputs (Figure 10B). Thus over the course of training, the model

removes inhibitory drive onto the output so that inputs can most directly exert their effects

through single-synapse excitatory connections.

Once again, we desired to push the computation of task solutions onto the recurrent layer. We

therefore sparsified the input layer to match the connectivity of the main recurrent and output

layers. We also specified that no recurrent units which receive input could also project to output.

We used this version of the model for the above analyses, and these are the models in which we

observed the specific connectivity changes that arose in conjunction with high and low rates to

match coherence level labels.
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Figure 2.10: Weight changes when input / output layers are unconstrained
A. In a prior version of the model with fewer connectivity constraints, the excitatory units which

received the strongest sum of inputs also sent the strongest outputs after training. In this way, the
model could most efficiently let the input drive the output. We see this solution emerge over the
course of training, in which there is no relationship between a unit’s input and output weights in
the naive state (epoch 0, top left), but the positive relationship emerges over time to become
established in the trained state (epoch 100, bottom right).

B. Same as (A) for inhibitory units. We observe the opposite pattern emerge for inhibitory units:
those which receive the weakest sum of inputs send the strongest inhibitory outputs. Thus over
the course of training, the model removes inhibitory drive to the output so that excitatory units
can most directly exert their effects.

3 DISCUSSION

Using biologically realistic, task-optimized SNN models, we found that recurrent networks of

spiking units selectively elevate or depress firing rates in response to a coherence-report task. We

achieved a level of interpretability, finding that excitatory and inhibitory connectivity of the input

and main recurrent layers changed in conjunction with this rate modulation.
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Input channels that responded preferentially to the coherence level labeled as ‘1’ (numerical

labels attached to low or high coherence were swapped in certain experiments) developed

stronger connections to excitatory units in the main recurrent SNN. In contrast, input channels

that preferred coherence level ‘0’ strengthened connections to inhibitory units. This was the first

step leading to excitation-dominated or inhibition-dominated SNN activity. This effect was

further amplified through connectivity patterns in the main recurrent SNN. Recurrent inhibitory

units that were strongly tuned to one coherence label at the end of training demonstrated a

strengthening of connections to both excitatory and inhibitory units of the opposite tuning. Thus

when one coherence level was presented, inhibitory units would suppress other units that were

not part of the appropriate coherence tuning. This arose over the course of training. In such a

way, small but significant differences in the input statistics are exploited, and the recurrent

network employs strong cross-tuning inhibition to further adjust its responses to be appropriate

to the input.

A biological parallel to the emergence of this pattern–in which units tuned to one coherence level

came to inhibit units of opposite tuning–can be found in the rich literature of cross-orientation

suppression of V1 neurons (Morrone et al. 1982; Eysel et al. 1990; DeAngelis et al. 1992; among

others) and of the role of interneurons in establishing V1 excitatory selectivity to stimulus

orientation and direction. While the relative contributions of thalamic (feedforward) and

intracortical (feedback) connections to establishing V1 tuning is under continued study (Ferster

& Miller 2000; Alitto & Dan 2010; Katzner et al. 2011), one theory is that selectivity arises

through a combined effect of initially broad tuning via LGN inputs that is then sharpened

through intracortical feedback (Carandini & Ringach 1997). Our modeling results support this
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theory in that the strict dichotomy between thalamic and intracortical contributions is false. We

find that intrinsic tuning from our input channels, which can be interpreted as modeling thalamic

inputs, was refined by recurrent connections in our main SNN, which can be interpreted as a

model of V1. Over the course of task learning, local recurrent circuitry changed to amplify the

input tuning. Under training conditions that are agnostic about the specifics of excitatory and

inhibitory wiring, the solution was for learning to drive the formation of recurrent cross-tuned

inhibition.

Intracellular data and modeling work suggests that this local intracortical feedback takes the

form of inhibitory connections from interneurons that have the same–rather than

broader–selectivity as excitatory targets (Katzner et al. 2011). By matching excitatory selectivity,

interneurons can precisely keep responses to undesired stimuli below the spike threshold. This is

supported by the variety of tuned connectivity observed in our trained models, and the

mechanisms underlying this behavior are aligned in both neocortex and the model, since the

activity of our model neurons is also fundamentally based on thresholding.

A potential candidate responsible for establishing excitatory selectivity in neocortex is

parvalbumin-expressing (PV) interneurons. PV neurons synapse onto the soma or axon of

synaptic partners (Kepecs & Fishell 2014), allowing them to tightly control spiking in

postsynaptic neurons. We used a generic inhibitory neuron in our models, but this property of

direct control is a feature of our inhibitory model units. This property makes PV neurons a

candidate for selecting neurons that are involved in task-relevant assemblies. Theoretical work

suggests that PV neurons stabilize new groups of task-associated excitatory neurons (Bos et al.
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2020, Lagzi et al. 2021), which is consistent with experimental work in associative learning

(Morrison et al. 2016).

While there were various possible network configurations that could have achieved tuning, such

as strengthening excitatory connections, it is noteworthy that our networks converged on this

specific pattern of cross-tuning inhibition through training. This result may underscore the

significance of PV neurons and their connectivity pattern in establishing local circuit

computations in the neocortex. A natural extension of this work is to diversify neuronal subtypes

in future models, as each exhibits unique connectivity properties in local circuits, which may

point to distinct computational roles as well (Kepecs & Fishell 2014; Cone et al. 2019).

In order to reach the cross-tuning inhibition solution, learning took place in the form of structural

changes in the model’s recurrent layer–the SNN itself. By contrast, when we built models

without certain architectural constraints, we found that they tended to arrive at solutions that did

not change recurrent connectivity. Instead, these solutions exploited the SNN as a reservoir. The

model either strengthened the shortest path between input and output, or the output layer weights

changed the most over the course of training. Rather than altering recurrent dynamics through

changing recurrent weights, the model solved the task by learning to map the pre-existing, naive

dynamics–which occur in response to a particular input–to the correct output label. This is not

dissimilar from a liquid state machine (LSM), a type of reservoir computer that makes use of the

spatiotemporal dynamics of recurrent spiking units and linear readouts to achieve a wide variety

of tasks (Buonomano & Maass 2009).
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Through this work, we provide two circuit mechanisms–one based on input and another based on

recurrent connectivity changes–that underlie task learning. Moreover, we achieve this result in a

spiking network, making the circuit mechanisms more directly applicable to networks of spiking

neurons in neocortex. We believe that task-trained SNNs demonstrate promise for advancing the

understanding of network computation and applying that understanding to neocortex, and look

forward to future work that adopts this method for this goal.

4 METHODS

4.1 Model construction

The models we are building and training are recurrent spiking neural networks (SNNs). Each

model is built with spiking units which represent individual neurons. Units are connected with

one another via weighted, directed edges which represent synapses. The weight of an edge 𝑊
𝑖𝑗
𝑟𝑒𝑐

is a numerical value that indicates the strength of the connection from presynaptic unit to𝑖

postsynaptic unit within the recurrent SNN.𝑗

In a network of 300 neuronal units, 240 are excitatory and 60 are inhibitory. They are built this

way to maintain the 4:1 e:i ratio, which is a ratio observed in neocortex. All synaptic edges

originating from an excitatory unit have positive weight values, and all from an inhibitory unit

have negative weight values. Positivity and negativity of each edge is maintained during training,

although values may change (Zhu et al. 2020).

4.2 Input
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Input to the main SNN will vary depending on the task of interest. The task and input

preprocessing are described in detail in the “Task” section. As an overview, input is delivered in

the form of spike sequences onto a subset of the main SNN units. Input spikes are also weighted

(e.g. is the input weight to SNN unit ), and the weight distribution can be initialized as𝑊
𝑖
𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑖

desired and permitted to change or be fixed during training. For the majority of our experiments,

input weights were initialized with a sparse uniform distribution ( ) and𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0. 0,  𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0. 4

all weights were permitted to change during training while overall sparsity of connectivity was

maintained (details in “Sparsity and rewiring” section).

4.3 Time

SNN trials, whether they do or do not involve training, all take place over time. We use a discrete

time step for all our SNN work. Input ( ) is given to the SNN ms-by-ms, and output (δ𝑡 = 1𝑚𝑠 𝑥

) is read ms-by-ms. Dynamics such as all neurons’ membrane potentials ( ) and spikes ( )𝑦 𝑣 𝑧

change over ms as well. The current ms time point is denoted as , the next time point as ,𝑡 𝑡 + 1

and so on.

4.4 ALIF model neuron

The spiking neuron model used for all units in the recurrent SNN is the adaptive

leaky-integrate-and-fire (ALIF) model. ALIF units contain two hidden state variables – one for

the membrane potential (aka voltage) and one for the variable which governs the adaptive𝑣 𝑎

spike threshold . Together they determine whether a unit spikes ( ) or does not spike (𝐴 𝑖 𝑧
𝑖
𝑡 = 1

) at time point .𝑧
𝑖
𝑡 = 0 𝑡
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Each unit’s membrane potential evolves over time according to the equation:

𝑣
𝑖
𝑡+1 = α(𝑣

𝑖
𝑡 − 𝐸

𝑚
) +

𝑖≠𝑗
∑ 𝑊

𝑗𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑧

𝑗
𝑡 +

𝑖
∑ 𝑊

𝑖
𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑥

𝑖
𝑡+1 − 𝑧

𝑖
𝑡(𝑣

𝑡ℎ
− 𝐸

𝑚
)

where the resting membrane potential - ,𝐸
𝑚

= 70. 6𝑚𝑉

the baseline threshold - ,𝑣
𝑡ℎ

= 50. 4𝑚𝑉

the decay factor , and is the membrane time constant.α = 𝑒
−δ𝑡/τ

𝑚 τ
𝑚

= 20𝑚𝑠

All synaptic connections and inputs in our model are current-based. At time point , SNN𝑡 + 1

unit receives recurrent spiking input from its presynaptic units which just spiked ( , weighted𝑖 𝑗 𝑧
𝑗
𝑡

according to ), and a subset also receive stimulus input ( , weighted according to 𝑊
𝑗𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑐 𝑥

𝑖
𝑡+1 𝑊

𝑖
𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡

). This is summed across all presynaptic units and all stimulus input sources, so that the input

current into unit at time is given as:𝑖 𝑡 + 1

.𝐼
𝑖
𝑡+1 =

𝑖≠𝑗
∑ 𝑊

𝑗𝑖
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑧

𝑗
𝑡 +

𝑖
∑ 𝑊

𝑖
𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑥

𝑖
𝑡+1

Finally, the term reduces a unit’s membrane potential by a constant value after𝑧
𝑖
𝑡(𝑣

𝑡ℎ
− 𝐸

𝑚
)

neuron i spikes (Bellec et al. 2020). is further fixed to be 0 for a refractory period of 4ms𝑧
𝑖
𝑡

following unit i spiking.

By the above equations, all units’ membrane potentials evolve over time. When a unit’s

membrane potential exceeds the spike threshold, that unit will emit a spike. For ALIF neurons,

the spike threshold is adaptive, meaning it also evolves over time.
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The adaptive threshold increases following a spike and decays exponentially to the baseline

threshold . This can be described by the equations:𝑣
𝑡ℎ

, where𝐴
𝑖
𝑡 = 𝑣

𝑡ℎ
+ β𝑎

𝑖
𝑡 β = 0. 16 ,

, where is the Heaviside step function,𝑧
𝑖
𝑡 = 𝐻(𝑣

𝑖
𝑡 − 𝐴

𝑖
𝑡) 𝐻

,𝑎
𝑖
𝑡+1 = ρ𝑎

𝑖
𝑡 + 𝑧

𝑖
𝑡 

, where , which can be altered to fit timescales relevant to the task ofρ = 𝑒
−δ𝑡/τ

𝑎 τ
𝑎

= 100𝑚𝑠

interest (Bellec et al. 2020).

Essentially, if a unit’s membrane potential at time t exceeds its adaptive threshold at time t, the

unit will emit a spike.

If , then .𝑣
𝑖
𝑡 >  𝐴

𝑖
𝑡 𝑧

𝑖
𝑡 = 1

At the very beginning when , voltages are initialized with a random normal distribution (μ𝑡 = 0

= −65 mV, σ = 5 mV).

4.5 Structure

SNNs are initialized with neocortical structural properties, some of which continue to be

enforced during training. Initial excitatory weights follow a long-tailed, log-normal distribution

(Song et al. 2005), where μ = −0.64 nA, σ = .51 nA, corresponding to a mean of 0.6005 nA and a

variance of 0.1071 nA (Bojanek & Zhu et al. 2020). Inhibitory weights follow the same

distribution but with values 10x stronger than excitatory. All units are sparsely and recurrently
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connected; the precise probabilities of connection within and between e and i populations are

taken from neocortical experiments (Billeh et al. 2020). Weight values and connection

probabilities of e and i populations are permitted to change during training. However, overall

sparsity is maintained (details in “Sparsity and rewiring” section).

4.6 Dynamics

In addition to structural constraints, models are also constrained to exhibit spiking dynamics that

match neocortical dynamics during training. For example, spiking in neocortex is sparse,

asynchronous, and near-critical (Brunel 2000; Renart et al. 2010; Zerlaut et al. 2019), and each of

these features can be maintained in the SNNs’ activity throughout training. Further details are

provided in the “Training” section.

4.7 Output

Output from the main SNN will vary depending on the task. A subset of main SNN units sends

weighted connections to the output. Thus, is the output activation from SNN unit at𝑊
𝑖
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑧

𝑖
𝑡 𝑖

time . Output connectivity is initialized using the same statistics as the recurrent SNN’s𝑡

connectivity, and sparsity is maintained during training in the same manner.

4.8 Training

SNNs are trained using backpropagation-through-time (BPTT) with modifications for spiking.

The goal of training is to reduce the difference between the SNNs’ output and the desired output,

while still maintaining naturalistic dynamics and structure. This is achieved through iteratively
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modifying the weights of the recurrent SNN. Input and output weights may also be permitted to

change.

Since tasks are temporal, the task error (aka loss) at each timepoint is the mean squared error

between the desired output (aka target) at time t and the SNNs’ actual output (aka prediction) at

time t.

𝐸
𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘
𝑡 = 𝑀𝑆𝐸(𝑦

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑡  , 𝑦

𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
𝑡 )

To maintain naturalistic dynamics, additional components are added to the total loss. For

example, a target spike rate can be specified. The MSE deviation of the SNN’s actual spike rate

from that target rate is added to the loss (Zhu et al. 2020).

𝐸
𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

= 𝑀𝑆𝐸(𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑆𝑁𝑁

 , 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

)

𝐸
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

= 𝐸
𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘

+ 𝐸
𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

For all our experiments, we train networks in three ways: to minimize task loss, to minimize rate

loss, and to minimize both task and rate loss. We report results separately for all three cases for

each version of our SNNs.

4.9 Gradient descent with Adam optimizer

The goal of training is to reduce the total loss. To do so, we iteratively modify the weights in the

network using a version of stochastic gradient descent.
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The amount by which each weight should change in each iteration is determined by its gradient,

which can be written as:

𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝑊

𝑖𝑗
=

𝑡
∑ 𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑧
𝑖
𝑡 *

𝑑𝑧
𝑖
𝑡

𝑑𝑠
𝑖
𝑡 *

𝑑𝑠
𝑖
𝑡

𝑑𝑊
𝑖𝑗

The only new variable here is , which is the hidden state of neuron at time , and includes𝑠
𝑖
𝑡 𝑖 𝑡

membrane potential and adaptation. .𝑠
𝑖
𝑡 = [𝑎

𝑖
𝑡, 𝑣

𝑖
𝑡]

Since the task and training take place over time, the total loss is summed over all time points .𝑡

Also, since the network is recurrently connected, the output, the hidden state of all units, and the

spiking activity of all units at time is dependent on all other units’ states and activities at time𝑡

, and at time , and so on to . Those previous states and activities in turn depend𝑡 − 1 𝑡 − 2 𝑡 = 0

on the weights. Therefore, terms are recursively expanded over past time steps (details in Bellec

et al. 2020).

We use the Adam optimizer to determine precisely how weights should change based on the

gradients. Typically in stochastic gradient descent, each gradient is multiplied by a static learning

rate to yield the value by which each weight should change. The Adam optimizer instead adapts

the learning rate for every variable over the course of training (details in Kingma & Ba 2015).

4.10 Spike pseudo-derivative

The above is the standard form of BPTT for recurrent neural networks. However, because the

units in our network spike, and spikes are not differentiable (recall that is determined by the𝑧
𝑖
𝑡
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Heaviside step function), we use a pseudo-derivative to replace the term (Huh & Sejnowski
𝑑𝑧

𝑖
𝑡

𝑑𝑠
𝑖
𝑡

2018, Bellec et al. 2020). Outside of the refractory period, the pseudo-derivative is defined as:

, where .ψ
𝑖
𝑡 = 1

𝑣
𝑡ℎ

γ
𝑝𝑑

𝑚𝑎𝑥(0, 1 − |
𝑣

𝑖
𝑡−𝐴

𝑖
𝑡

𝑣
𝑡ℎ

|) γ
𝑝𝑑

= 0. 3

During the refractory period, .ψ
𝑖
𝑡 = 0

4.11 Sparsity and rewiring

To maintain the overall level of connectivity in the SNN, all weights that are initialized as 0’s (

indicates that units and are “disconnected”) will maintain their 0 values during𝑊
𝑖𝑗

= 0 𝑖 𝑗

training. All other weights can be updated via gradient descent. An exception occurs when an

existing edge weight flips sign (e.g. an excitatory edge weight becomes negative) or becomes 0.

In that case, that edge is set to 0 (e.g. is “pruned” away) and a new edge is randomly drawn from

the pool of 0-valued edges. The new edge’s weight value is drawn from the initial weight

distribution. This process is akin to synaptic rewiring in neocortex (Bellec et al. 2018).

Input and output layer weights are also permitted to rewire during training, except in versions of

the model which are explicitly noted in the results.

4.12 Task

Models were trained on a visual coherence change detection task. The model is presented with

videos of 460 white drifting dots on a black background, with dots moving in one of 4 global

directions (0°, 90°, 180°, 270°), and at two coherence levels (100% or 15%, which is the
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percentage of dots that are moving together in the same direction). All dots move with speeds of

10 pixels per ms. Dots are randomly placed on the screen at the start of each video trial and are

initialized with random remaining durations to their lifetimes (total lifetime of 1000 ms). Each

time a dot reaches its max lifetime, it is removed, and a new dot is randomly drawn at a new

location.

Each video trial has a total duration of 4080 ms. Half of all trials have a change in coherence

which occurs at a random time between 500 and 3500 ms within the trial. The task is for the

model to report the coherence level at all timepoints of the trial.

4.13 CNN front-end

To make the videos interpretable to the main SNN, we created and trained a CNN model of

retina and thalamus as a preprocessor that turns videos into spike sequences (McIntosh et al.

2016). This CNN model was trained to report the velocity (x,y) of global motion in a combined

dataset of drifting dot videos and black-and-white natural motion videos.

The CNN model is composed of three successive blocks of Conv3D, MaxPooling3D, and

dropout layers, after which the output is flattened into a prediction of x velocity and a prediction

of y velocity. We take the output activations of the 16 units in the next-to-last layer to indicate

Poisson firing rates. Poisson spikes are newly generated for each trial according to these

numbers, and then given as input to a subset of main SNN units.
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Figure S1: Model front-end architecture
To make videos interpretable to the main SNN, we built a 3D CNN front-end. The absolute value
activations of the CNN’s second-to-last layer were interpreted as firing rates from which Poisson spikes
were generated to become main SNN input.

4.14 Training sequence

A single trial involves an input sequence and a target output sequence. The input sequence is

composed of Poisson spiking activity from 16 input units. The target sequence is 0’s and/or 1’s -

the label attached to each coherence level is swapped in different experiments.

SNNs are trained on a large set of these trials. There are a total of 600 unique trials, which are

repeated and shuffled to create the desired total training set size. Experiments were run for a

duration of 30 trials per batch x 10,000 total batch updates, which yields 300,000 total trials.

To reduce overfitting, in which the SNN becomes overly good at particular trials but not others,

we accumulate and over a batch of 30 trials before updating weights. The process𝐸
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝑊

𝑖𝑗
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then repeats for the next batch of 30 trials. Due to trial shuffling and repetition, each batch

contains a unique set of trials. In this way, weight changes will improve the average performance

over many different trials.

4.15 Software and hardware

All SNN training was completed using Python 3.8 or higher run on Nvidia GPUs with CUDA

version 11.2 or higher.

4.16 Statistical analysis

To compare all distributions of SNN measures, such as naive and trained firing rates to the two

coherence levels, naive and trained weight distributions of input, recurrent, and output layers,

etc., we performed Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample testing and reported both the distance

between means and the p-value.

4.17 Weight changes during rate-only and task-only training

A similar pattern of weight changes occurred during training on only rate as during rate-and-task

training. Recurrent weights changed the most (e→e: 0.009 ± 0.026 naive to 0.131 ± 0.358

trained; e→i: 0.012 ± 0.028 naive to 0.153 ± 0.413 trained; i→e: -0.150 ± 0.306 naive to 0.531 ±

1.655 trained; i→i: -0.171 ± 0.325 naive to -0.353 ± 1.457 trained; p ≈ 0.0 for all naive and

trained recurrent weight distributions). Inputs to excitatory units changed more than inputs to

inhibitory units (in→e: 0.225 ± 0.502 naive to 0.313 ± 0.761 trained, p = 1.827 · 10-40; in→i:

0.184 ± 0.459 naive to 0.199 ± 0.555 trained, p = 0.030). Output layer weights did not change
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(e→out: 0.009 ± 0.025 naive to 0.009 ± 0.025 trained, p = 1.0; i→out: -0.150 ± 0.307 naive to

-0.150 ± 0.307 trained, p = 1.0).

After training on only task, recurrent weights also changed the most (e→e: 0.010 ± 0.025 naive

to 0.126 ± 0.366 trained, p ≈ 0.0; e→i 0.012 ± 0.028 naive to 0.074 ± 0.335 trained, p =2.200 ·

10-298; i→e -0.151 ± 0.309 naive to -0.656 ± 1.915 trained, p ≈ 0.0; i→i -0.170 ± 0.322 naive to

-0.695 ± 1.923 trained, p = 1.319 · 10-118), while input layer weights to inhibitory units (in→e:

0.313 ± 0.563 naive to 0.398 ± 0.744 trained, p = 3.137 · 10-17; in→i: 0.272 ± 0.533 naive to

0.255 ± 0.576 trained, p = 0.077) and output layer weights (e→out: 0.010 ± 0.027 naive to 0.007

± 0.022 trained, p = 0.202; i→out: -0.136 ± 0.286 naive to -0.129 ± 0.272 trained, p = 1.0) did

not change.
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DISCUSSION

We believe that trained SNNs demonstrate promise for advancing the interpretability of

computation in neural network models and applying that understanding to neocortical networks.

Building network models with a combination of realistic architectural features and optimizing

them on ethologically meaningful tasks may enable new or improved theories of cortical

computation. These models combine the strengths of task-trained non-spiking RNNs and

non-task-trained SNNs and have the potential to become a frequent method of hypothesis

generation and testing for future research into neocortical computation. To guide this work

forward, I would like to discuss here the pipeline from greater interpretability (which SNNs

make possible) to interpretation of those results in the context of neocortex as it relates to

behavior, as well as various biofidelic architectural features that can be built into future models

to study their contributions to neocortical computation.

Interpretability → interpretation

Models are constructed through a series of choices, and the results of the models are at least

partially reflective of those choices. Sometimes this is positive: biofidelic choices, such as using

spiking units and recurrent connectivity, can lead to greater understanding at a biofidelic,

circuit-based level. However, we must admit to the other possibility of arbitrary choices leading

to erroneous conclusions. Thus even if we can achieve thorough interpretability of our models

(see Introduction), how should we then interpret those results in the context of biological reality?

Adherence to experimental data, and the correct measurement of that data, can be crucial to the

interpretation of results. Research has shown that numerical accuracy of models is critically
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important, as small deviations on the level of individual neurons can lead to large differences in

network-level behavior (Trensch et al. 2018). As more large-scale experimental datasets are

carefully assembled (e.g. Billeh et al. 2020), the hope is that we can take the modeling results

based on these data more seriously. But deciding when we have reached the correct level of

detail to capture the mechanisms of computation will remain a challenge even when we have all

the details in front of us (Borges 1946).

Luckily, finding out which details are important is an empirical matter. One metric that we can

use is the ability of a model to capture experimental data that it was not built to reproduce. While

prediction of neural activity and behavior should not be the end goal of modeling and does not

itself constitute explanation (see Introduction), the breadth of a model’s predictions can be a

measure of its explanatory power. If a model can generalize and accurately predict neural data

under a variety of conditions, that model is more likely to be doing so using the same underlying

mechanisms that exist in biology. This is because good explanations tend to be parsimonious

rather than requiring many different parts or differing implementations for various circumstances

(Gauch 2002; Deutsch 2011).

Let us take, for example, a recent result in the modeling of grid cells in the

entorhinal-hippocampal circuit (Schaeffer et al. 2022). The researchers demonstrated that

deep-learning-based models of this circuit reveal less about principles and more about particular

encoding and hyperparameter choices, in direct refutation of a series of studies in which training

ANNs on path integration tasks led to the formation of grid-cell-like representations. Based on

these results, the authors advised that instead of focusing on close predictions, modeling studies
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should more fully explore the conditions in which model-brain correspondence does or does not

emerge, and to consider whether these conditions align with biological constraints.

Based on these guidelines, a modeling study can be interpreted to hold some weight in the real

world if the answers to the following three questions are “yes”: 1) Does the model capture

multiple facets of the biological system that it was not designed to capture? 2) Are the results

robust to specific implementation choices in the model? 3) Are the conditions under which the

results arise aligned with biological conditions?

For example, in chapter 1 we discovered that coordination of activity between groups of three

units is necessary for stable biofidelic activity in sparse recurrent SNN models. Not only is this

the case across connectivity schemes, demonstrating some robustness to implementation, it also

explains–without intending to–why we observe clustering in both cortical synaptic connectivity

and functional connectivity. In chapter 2 we discovered that to solve a binary report task, tuned

input projections became separated by inhibitory and excitatory SNN targets, and inhibitory

SNN units came to strongly inhibit units of the opposite tuning. This result captures how

inhibitory intracortical connections are theorized to refine excitatory selectivity. These results did

not arise in the case of training on rate alone, demonstrating that realistic task demands are

indeed driving these changes. In addition, they did not arise when input and output layer weights

were unconstrained in unrealistic ways. Although we do not perform those experiments here, an

extension under good modeling principles is to explore if this pattern of tuning and connectivity

generalizes to tasks that are not binary in nature but instead require choices across a spectrum of

stimuli.
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The accuracy and parsimony of models are related to the idea of stiff and sloppy dimensions in

complex systems. Varying certain parameters or parameter combinations will lead to large

differences in the behavior of a system–these are the stiff dimensions, while varying others only

lead to negligible changes–these are the sloppy dimensions. For example, in SNN simulations of

neocortex, the probabilities of connectivity between excitatory and inhibitory populations have

been identified as stiff dimensions if realistic spiking dynamics are to be maintained (Jabri &

MacLean 2022). The sloppiness of a complex system such as neocortex gives us room for

forgiveness in our modeling work. Even if we do not have the precise experimental

measurements to guide model parameters, we can still capture meaningful behaviors of the

system because of its sloppiness (Gutenkunst et al. 2007).

Taking the flip side once more, building models with strict adherence to many details but

improperly modeling stiff dimensions or other crucial features can lead to uncertain

interpretations. For example, a large-scale, detailed columnar model of mouse V1 was

constructed based on cortical data and trained to achieve a variety of visual tasks (Chen et al.

2022). Yet in the absence of data regarding how local network computations are communicated

to downstream areas, the authors chose a very small population of units (30 excitatory neurons to

signal each outcome–0.057% of the network size) to represent each possible outcome of a task

decision. If a population produced the most spikes during a response window, that outcome was

considered to be the network’s decision. Moreover, picking just two neurons from the trained

readout to produce outputs provided almost the same accuracy (Scherr & Maass 2021). This

result begs the question of how much computational relevance we can truly ascribe to the rest of
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the large network. The choice of output from a network can be crucial for its function, and one

for which we currently lack sufficient experimental guidance.

Decoding

The manner in which one decodes output from a model is consequential for our understanding of

network computation. One favored strategy has been linear decoding from a subpopulation of

model units. For example, in (Yamins & DiCarlo 2014), the authors trained linear classifiers for

different layers of their deep network and used them to evaluate model correspondence to

neocortical data. However, trained linear readouts are computationally very powerful, and can

therefore mask the computational contributions of the neural network model itself (Maass &

Markram 2004). By using an untrained V1 model (Chen et al. 2022) and only training linear

readouts, the average task accuracy was very high at 87%.

Through the experiments in chapter 2, we have seen firsthand that the choices made in model

output have genuine consequences for the computational engagement of the recurrent model. In

particular, we observed a tendency for solutions to change input and output layer weights more

than recurrent weights when constraints were not implemented. This resulted in a network that

behaved like a liquid state machine (LSM), a type of reservoir computer that makes use of linear

readouts of the dynamics of recurrent units to achieve a wide variety of tasks. Research with

LSMs has provided some insights into the information processing of recurrent networks

(Buonomano & Maass 2009; Maass 2011), since they are well-designed to handle continuous

time inputs and exhibit rich dynamics. However, they are also extremely challenging to

understand. LSMs can replicate some brain functionality, but there is very little control or ability
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to establish how or what computations are being performed by what dynamics. This difficulty,

combined with our primary objective to understand how behaviorally-relevant learning takes

place through changes in recurrent neocortical networks, meant that we were not satisfied with

our model behaving like an LSM. We subsequently took steps to push the connectivity changes

that support task computations into the recurrent layer. This allowed us to achieve structural

changes in the recurrent network to support learning and a level of mechanistic understanding.

As a whole, theorists working with trained recurrent networks should be deliberate in their

decoding choices and assess whether the main recurrent network under study is truly responsible

for improvements in task performance.

In addition to how output is decoded, how output targets are defined also influences the

computational scheme which networks use to solve a task. Revisiting Schaeffer et al. 2022, the

authors found that the emergence of grid-cell-like representations in models depended entirely on

the encoding of the target. It remains a possibility that our choice to use ‘0’ and ‘1’ binary target

labels may have driven the network to solve the task using the two dynamic regimes (low rate vs.

high rate). When we experimented with an alternative winner-take-all scheme and a three-output

(-1, 0, +1) scheme, the network still exhibited a separation of rates (data not shown). However, if

labels were not numerical and instead categorical, similar to the implementation in Chen et al.

2011, the model may have reached a different solution strategy. Our implementations of a

categorical output did not lead to good task performance, so we did not analyze those networks.

Given the impact that output choices have on model computations, it is critical to turn to

experimental data for guidance wherever possible. One approach is to study which neural signals

are consequential for downstream activity and behavior in animals. A set of recent results
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suggests that animals exhibit a preference to increments as opposed to decrements in cortical

activity to guide behavior. Using a visual contrast change detection task and optogenetic

stimulation in mouse V1, researchers found that perceptual reports were triggered exclusively by

increments in V1 spike counts and impaired by decrements (Cone et al. 2020). The authors

recapitulate this result in similarly-trained, low-rate RNNs. They hypothesize that increments are

preferred for V1 decoding because the low baseline firing rates in neocortex create a limited

coding range for spike decrements. Theoretical studies in SNNs have also found a related

asymmetry in the robustness of networks to perturbations: SNNs were not affected by broad

inhibitory perturbations, yet highly sensitive to excitatory perturbations, even to single model

neurons (Calaim et al. 2022). The authors relate this result to the ability of animals to recognize

very small excitatory perturbations.

Our recurrent SNNs were optimized to maintain low firing rates as well as solve a visual report

task, making them a candidate for commentary on the above results. We did not directly study

the impact of spike increments and decrements on task performance or robustness to

perturbations. Removal of the low rate constraint (e.g. permitting the network to use more spikes

to solve the task) also did not lead to strong improvements in task performance. However, we did

observe that the report of the low-rate (‘0’ label) regime was much more stable than the report of

the high-rate (‘1’ label) regime. In the high-rate regime in the trained network, excitatory input

dominates. Thus increases in excitation in our models are more likely to cause changes in overall

network dynamics and more strongly impact the output to downstream areas, consistent with

prior modeling studies (Calaim et al. 2022). This greater sensitivity to excitation could have

resulted in improved SNN performance to spike increments especially if we had chosen to use a
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nonbinary task, as an output scheme with more possible choices would benefit from a larger

dynamic range. Taken together, this set of results suggests that future biofidelic models should

experiment with excitation-based decoding schemes.

Increasing realism in models

We incorporated biofidelity into our models based on evidence for some of the most crucial

features underlying cortical computation. However, there are additional features that may play

important roles, which we review below. These traits have not been left out of models for lack of

recognition of their importance–rather, increasing biofidelity in task-trained networks is a

substantial undertaking and it is unclear which level of realism is optimal. Facets of training

often need to be modified in order to accommodate the new features. This can be more

straightforward, such as modifying hyperparameters, which we did in our models (Zhu et al.

2020), or it can involve novel mathematical formulations to properly assign errors or prevent

gradients from exploding or vanishing.

This second variety of modification is often outside the purview of neuroscientists. However, as

neuromorphic computing with trained SNNs becomes more prevalent, we hope that computer

scientists and statisticians can work to accommodate additional biofidelity. These features are

likely to improve the function and efficiency of neuromorphic systems, as well as ultimately aid

in our understanding of cortical computation. A few of these features include conductance-based

synapses, the numerical scale of networks, and alternative plasticity rules. We would also like to

advocate for increasing the ethological relevance and complexity of the tasks used for training.
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Neuronal details

Changes in inhibitory connectivity were crucial to the ability of our SNNs to perform the

coherence report task in chapter 2. We only used a generic inhibitory neuron in this work;

however, it is known that different inhibitory interneuron classes have distinct signatures of

activity and connectivity (Kepecs & Fishell 2014) and make unique computational contributions

to behaviors such as visual contrast perception (Cone et al. 2019). Theoretical results also

demonstrate that having a variety of neurons with different dynamics, such as distinct spike

thresholds, is beneficial for information capacity especially under realistic, noisy conditions

(Sharpee 2017). Given the computational importance of neuron subclasses, we hope that future

work with trained SNNs will include multiple neuron types and thus further elucidate their

unique computational roles. Such an undertaking is made possible due to the availability of

large-scale datasets, and detailed modeling of distinct spiking neuron classes is already underway

(Teeter et al. 2018; Billeh et al. 2020; Chen et al. 2022).

In line with increasing the level of detail in our models by building distinct neuron subclasses,

we can also consider computations that happen within individual neurons. Recent studies have

revealed that dendrites themselves perform computations, and (Payeur et al. 2019) delineated

four classes of dendritic information processing: spatiotemporal filtering, information selection,

information routing, and information multiplexing (Payeur et al. 2019, Yang et al. 2020,

Beaulieu-Laroche et al. 2019, Stuart & Spruston 2015). Machine learning models have also

begun to incorporate dendritic processing into their model units (Acharya et al. 2022, Chavlis &

Poirazi 2021, Poirazi & Papoutsi 2020), and one study has used whole DNNs to model single
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neurons (Beniaguev et al. 2021). The possible computational complexity of dendrites is worth

exploring as one more step in mechanistic understanding of neocortical function.

Conductance-based synapses

The models employed in chapter 1 were built with conductance-based synapses, which are more

biophysically grounded (Kuhn et al. 2004; Meffin et al. 2004) and more accurately capture the

timescales of neuronal interactions and synaptic cooperativity in neocortex than current-based

synapses. For example, only conductance-based models can reproduce the decrease in membrane

input resistance when synaptic input is strong, as observed in intracellular recordings (Destexhe

et al. 2003). When directly comparing matched conductance-based and current-based LIF

networks, first-order statistics are comparable but second-order statistics diverge. Correlations

between neurons and their modulation by the input was stronger in conductance-based models.

As a result of these properties, spike train correlations carried more information about the input

in conductance-based models (Cavallari et al. 2014). Along with features like recurrent sparse

connectivity and adaptation, conductance-based synapses may be important for cortical

computations that necessarily unfold over time.

However, a complication of conductance-based models is that they can only be approximated

analytically (Rudolph-Lilith et al., 2012) and are especially challenging to work with in the

context of task-optimization. Models with conductance-based synapses have been trained using

methods such as STDP (Legenstein et al. 2008), but a solution has yet to be formulated for

training them with global learning signals to support complex task performance. We are hopeful

that a solution can be found in the near future.
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Scale

It is generally accepted that animals with nervous systems of different relative sizes possess

different capacities for behavior, even if the precise relationship is inconclusive (Roth & Dicke

2005). In the context of animals which have a neocortex, we are most interested in general

principles of cortical computation rather than cross-organismal differences. We constructed our

SNNs on the scale of 1000s (ch. 1) or 100s (ch. 2) of units to represent a limited area of

neocortical circuitry, and to match the number of neurons we could record from layer 2/3 of

mouse neocortex using 2-photon calcium imaging for direct comparisons. At such a scale, the

model is readily tractable through the variety of analyses we have formerly performed on

calcium imaging data.

However, this may be a more suitable approach for studying local circuit dynamics than for

studying computation. It is possible that as neuronal networks increase in scale, their

computational abilities may change drastically. The idea that the size of networks is

consequential for computation is almost as old as neural network models themselves. Early work

with Hopfield networks demonstrated that the number of possible stored patterns increases with

the size of the network (Hopfield 1982; Amit et al. 1987, McEliece et al. 1987, Dotsenko et al.

1991). Adding hidden units to restricted Boltzmann machines leads strictly to improvement in

model performance if inputs are discrete (Le Roux & Bengio 2008). In the case of deep

networks, the addition of layers leads to more efficient representations (Hinton et al. 2006;

Bengio et al. 2006; Bengio & LeCun 2007). As a further example, theoretical research has

proven that shallow digital circuits are exponentially less efficient than deeper ones (Ajtai 1983;

Håstad 1986; Allender 1996).
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It is possible that similar computational principles of scale apply to neocortex. The number of

units in our trained models falls far short of that of mouse visual cortex, as one example. Thus an

area in which we can extend our modeling work–and the applicability of results to real

neocortical computations–is through increasing the size of our SNNs. Building and training

large-scale SNNs is an effort that others are already beginning. For example, a data-driven model

of mouse V1 comprised of approximately 52,000 model neurons reproduced a number of mouse

visual abilities, such as solving multiple temporal tasks and being robust to noise (Chen et al.

2022). However, the readout of this model was extremely sparse, which may have influenced

training and results, as we discussed in a prior section. It will be useful to examine how scale and

readout schemes interact, as well as the computational impacts of combinations of all biofidelic

features we propose here.

Plasticity rules

The global plasticity rule we used in our SNNs (Bellec et al. 2020) is an extension of machine

learning methods rather than a direct model of neocortical plasticity. We chose to use this rule

because our main objective was to establish computations in our SNNs through synaptic

changes, which we could then investigate; this method accomplished this goal. However, it is

possible that training via backpropagation vs. biologically observed local plasticity will not

produce the same variety of computations. There have been and continue to be efforts to contrast

and discover correspondences between local, biologically plausible learning rules and global

learning rules (Bengio et al. 2017, Gerstner et al. 2018, Shrestha et al. 2019, Zhang et al. 2020,

Rosenbaum 2022, Shervani-Tabar & Rosenbaum 2022). These investigations can help guide the

choice of plasticity rules in future studies with task-trained SNNs.
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An additional consideration is that most animal behavior is likely encoded in the genome (Zador

2019). Therefore the changes that we observe in SNNs to support task performance capture both

the “learning” that accumulates through evolutionary selection as well as learning through

experience in an individual lifetime. This is not necessarily a concern for present or future work

that focuses on the final computational solution, but researchers should note that, especially in

future comparisons between trained SNNs and trained animal experiments, the naive state of the

network model does not correspond to the naive state of the animal’s brain.

We trained our models to minimize both task and rate loss at the same time. To better separate

evolutionary/developmental learning and task-based learning, one could implement two phases

of model optimization. For example, the model could be trained to reach desired dynamics

before commencing training on the task. In addition, we could better relate rate-optimization to

homeostatic cortical plasticity in future work. While homeostatic plasticity alone does not appear

sufficient for learning realistic, time-varying tasks in recurrent SNNs (Zhu & Rosenbaum 2022),

it is a widely observed variety of plasticity which pushes firing rates to baseline targets (Castillo

et al., 2011; Vogels et al., 2011, 2013; Luz & Shamir, 2012; Hennequin et al., 2017; Schulz et al.,

2021; Capogna et al., 2021). Using homeostatic inhibitory plasticity along with other plasticity

rules may be an especially promising avenue to establish neocortical dynamics in conjunction

with task learning in SNNs, especially given that changes in inhibitory connectivity were crucial

to establishing computations in our models.

Task complexity
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Discrepancies between model and brain may not be due to structural choices in the model itself,

but rather due to improper choice of task. Just as we aim for biofidelity of model structure, we

should aim for tasks that make realistic ethological demands on the model. It is possible that

some of the auxiliary results we observed in our SNNs were due to the relative simplicity of the

binary task.

In our models which lacked input and output layer constraints, the preferred solution to the

binary coherence report task bypassed the necessity for synaptic changes in the recurrent layer.

Machine learning research has demonstrated that it is possible to achieve robust task

performance with a model architecture that dispenses with recurrence and instead relies entirely

on an attention mechanism to draw direct dependencies between input and output (Vaswani et al.

2017). This result is related to our own discovery that, in the absence of input layer constraints,

the SNN units which receive the strongest inputs also send the strongest outputs, thus effectively

linking input and output directly and bypassing the need for computations dependent on

recurrent circuitry.

Of course, barring monosynaptic reflexes, organisms in possession of a neocortex lack direct

routes from sensory input to behavioral output. In the case of training on single tasks, it is

sensible to dispense with a recurrent network and rely solely on attention mechanisms. However,

the breadth of demands that the natural world places on an animal likely requires a degree of

flexibility that such an architecture would fail to confer. As tasks increase in their complexity or

likeness to real-world situations, it may no longer be easiest–or even at all feasible–to reach a
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solution that does not rely on recurrent network dynamics. Instead, the power and computational

benefits of recurrence (see Introduction) may need to be fully utilized in order to solve the tasks.

Motifs

Under greater task demands in which recurrence is necessary, additional neocortical features may

display beneficial roles as well. For example, the motifs of functional connectivity which we

characterize in chapter 1 could be crucial players in neocortical computation. While we did not

observe increases in motif clustering over training in our models in chapter 2, we also did not

observe decreases in motifs. Since the presence of higher order motifs are indicative of synaptic

cooperativity (Chambers & MacLean 2016), and the stronger synaptic weights that arose during

SNN training–and which should also arise in neocortex through Hebbian plasticity–require less

cooperativity (Bojanek & Zhu et al. 2020), we might expect learning to correspond to a decrease

in motifs. However, several lines of evidence suggest the contrary–that motif counts should in

fact increase during computation. For example, motifs may directly correspond to logic gates

(Curto et al. 2019); three-neuron motifs can improve coding (Cayco-Gajic et al. 2015; Shi et al.

2015) and enhance perceptual accuracy and the prediction of responses in visual cortex (Dechery

et al. 2018; Shahidi et al. 2019; Kotekal & MacLean 2020). Furthermore, networks which

process information, such as the ISCAS 89 benchmark circuit, gene transcription networks, and

neuronal synaptic networks in  C. elegans , are all characterized by robust presence of several

higher order motifs (Milo et al. 2002). Together, these results suggest that computation in

neocortex and robust performance on more challenging tasks in SNNs–especially future SNNs

built with conductance-based synapses that require increased cooperativity–will rely on the

formation of higher order functional motifs over training.
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In conclusion

Let us return to our starting question: “why is it that, through learning, neocortical networks

become capable of computations?” Through this work, we have begun exploring “why” in

spiking neural network models of neocortex. We identified SNNs as a tool with great promise

due to their potential for interpretability and more direct interpretation in the context of

neocortex. As demonstrated through a rich literature of structure-function studies with SNNs,

which we contribute to in chapter 1, SNNs can reveal mechanistic truths as to why they exhibit

certain behaviors. Their existing biofidelic traits, such as sparse recurrent connectivity and

spiking nature, make their computational strategies more readily applicable to strategies that may

be employed by neocortex. In chapter 2, we studied a specific task and discovered that the

model’s computational solution took the form of changes in inhibitory recurrent connectivity and

tuned input connectivity. This result reflects the importance of inhibitory plasticity in refining

inputs, defining selectivity, and shaping computations in neocortex. We are optimistic that future

work with SNNs will continue to advance our understanding of computation in neocortex

through broadening the scope of tasks and the biofidelity of the models. Some of these efforts are

already rapidly underway, and we look forward to future findings.
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